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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Leica friends:

members currently in good standing, we have received the following
membership directory preferences for 2006:

As I write this, the Spring Shoot here in
Saratoga Springs (where there was a light
spring snowfall yesterday!) is almost
upon us and it promises to be the largest
attendance at any Spring Shoot to date.
For the first time a Spring Shoot will offer
a trade fair on Sunday morning. Locating
our Annual Meeting in Wetzlar made it difficult if not impossible, because of customs and airport security issues, for
members to transport to Germany the volume of Leica gear they normally bring to Annual Meetings. Inasmuch as there has been more than
sufficient interest (already 8 members have signed up for tables) we
have arranged with the hotel for a trade fair room. Hopefully you will
read in the next Viewfinder a report of just how much fun we had!

Complete Listing (name, address, telephone & email): ............657
Name, Telephone & Email Only: ..................................................74
Name & Email Only: ..................................................................257
No Listing: ..................................................................................107
Did not indicate any preference on renewal form: ....................285
If you are among the 285 not who did not indicate a preference and you
would like to be in the Directory, please advise Madge Brown immediately by mail, email or fax (but not by phone as we need a written record
of your wishes) of your choice: full listing or name, telephone and email
only or name and email only or no listing. The contact information for
the LHSA office is listed in the front inside page of this magazine.
On a personal photographic note, it seems that sooner or later it is
inevitable that I will dip a toe in digital waters. However, for the time
being I am firmly immersed, perhaps the correct word is imbedded, in
analog photographic "capture". I recently acquired another Leicaflex SL
body, fully upgraded and CLA’d by Don Goldberg, for a price that I
believe is less than the cost of the camera when new. Such is the effect
of the digital revolution. And I have rediscovered the extraordinary
60/2,8 Macro-Elmarit of which Erwin Puts writes that if one does not
need the speed of a Summicron or faster lens, this is the best normal
lens available. This is pretty astonishing stuff, given that the lens was
introduced in 1972 and has remained in the Leica product catalog for
these 34 years! I hope to visit Roy Youman at Optikos Corporation to
test this lens, along with the 50/2 DR Summicron and possibly the Alpa
50/1,9 Kern-Macro-Switar and to report to you the results in a
Viewfinder article soon.

Plans are in finalization for our Annual Meeting in Wetzlar and Solms
and Christian Erhardt, our friend and colleague from Leica USA anticipates a very large attendance and, in fact, a good number of new members as a result of the Wetzlar meeting. You will read elsewhere in this
issue a detailed description of the meeting. Registration forms will be
going to all members very shortly and if you plan on attending I urge
you to return your forms to Madge Brown at the LHSA office as promptly as possible.
Bill Caldwell inquired about the possibility of doing a Leica Akademie
program immediately following the formal meeting program and Ralph
Hagenauer, who has been indispensable in planning our meeting, has
responded that we can offer this to approximately 10-15 LHSA members on the Wednesday following the meeting.

See you in Wetzlar!
The LHSA Directory will be going to press soon. Here are the results of
our request for members’ willingness to be in the Directory. Of the

Seth

BOOK REVIEW

Wehrmacht Leica by Jim Lager
REVIEWED BY BILL ROSAUER
presentation on this subject. Luigi subsequently
produced a book which Leica Historica had printed in
deluxe fashion. Jim has taken a rather unique path to
present his take on this research. Jim has done his
92 page book in a loose leaf binder fashion. This
approach was taken for two reasons according to Jim.
First, he wanted to keep the cost down and he could
not commit the resources a more deluxe format would
have required. Second, the loose leaf format allows for

J

im Lager has written an interesting new book on the
subject of Kriegszeit Leicas. As many of you know,
Jim has had an interest for many years about these rare
cameras and lenses used by the German military in
WWII. Many of his presentations at annual meetings
have centered on this subject. At the annual meeting
in St. Louis a few years ago, Jim and his research
partner into the delivery records of Leitz Wetzlar
for this period, Dr. Luigi Cane, gave a fascinating
4

EDITOR’S PAGE
achieved with Leica lenses designed several years ago for analog use,
not digital. Doubly interesting when all you read about in photo magazines is the superiority of lenses designed from the ground up for digital. I was on the verge of getting permission to reprint this article when
I received David Young’s article on virtually the same subject. Much better to keep things “in the family”, so to speak.

This first issue of Viewfinder for 2006
sees more changes taking place in the
world of photography. Konica/ Minolta has
ceased all manufacture of cameras and
film and has exited the minilab business.
Kodak continues to downsize and is a
ghost of its former self. Agfa entered
bankruptcy and one staple of many of our
years in the darkroom, Rodinal, is a casualty of the parent company’s demise. At
the recent PMA show, Leica had a much
reduced presence with a much smaller
booth than in past years, exhibiting under the aegis of the German Photo
Industry. As I predicted a few years ago in my “Digital Debacle” article,
traditional photo companies are shrinking or disappearing altogether and
the electronics companies are beginning to dominate the market. From
all reports, such companies such as Sony, Panasonic, Epson and Nokia
are now the major players. Hopefully, at this Fall’s Photokina show in
Germany, Leica will finally introduce its long anticipated digital M. Leica
also just introduced another interesting new digital model, the C Lux,
which I hope to review in the next issue of Viewfinder. Perhaps Leica
can catch the wave of the digital tsunami at the right time that is swamping so many other traditional photo companies.

Speaking of Photokina, the annual meeting announcement in this issue
has the important details of the LHSA trip to Wetzlar and Photokina. I
hope to see a lot of you there.
Tom Abrahamsson writes about the demise of Rodinal in his article, “Auf
Wiedersehen Rodinal”. All may not be lost as Tom reports that a company in the US has taken up production of the original formula. Tom also
writes about the ubiquitous IXMOO cassettes. Dick Gilcreast has an
interesting article about photographing hummingbirds in this installment
of his Tips and Techniques series. Dick also has written an interesting
article about the milestone rigid Summicron, one of the legendary Leica
lenses. Hans Berkhout reminisces about photos taken with a IIIa in
Greece in 1959. Ed Schwartzreich writes about some interesting new Dr.
Wolff items. Steve Courmanopolous shows us some interesting photography while examining the philosophy of photography itself. Vick Ko
takes us on an interesting excursion inside an Alpa Reflex in his attempts
to repair one of them. This issue of Viewfinder has three articles dealing
with digital photography. Dick Santee shows us what you can do away
from home with the digital vacation darkroom. Jim Vestal gives us an
intro into what Photoshop is capable of. David Young gives us a look at
the impressive capabilities of the Leica Digital Modul R.

Will Wright brought an interesting article in Foto Techniques magazine to
my attention in which the Leica Digital Modul R, Canon EOS 1Ds MKII
and Olympus E1 were compared. All three proved very capable, with the
Leica performing extremely well in real world situations (despite having
a 6.7 megapixel deficit compared to the Canon). Something we’ve all
known about Leica in analog photography comparisons. The other interesting conclusion the author reached were the extraordinary results
achieved when using Leica optics on the Canon digital body. Interesting
to see something we’ve also known for years (the superiority of Leica
optics) combined almost by accident with the industry leading Canon
digital technology for superlative results. Keep in mind, all this was

I hope you enjoy this issue of VIEWFINDER!

BOOK REVIEW
future updates to be incorporated into the individual’s
own copy of the book.

military publications and Leitz period advertising. Some
original artwork also in the book gives a good feel
for the times as well as a time line pointing out
significant wartime events coinciding with dates in the
delivery record.

Of course, the anticipated serial number tables are
present, but instead of looking like pages from the
Wetzlar phone book they are kept brief and to the
point in an appendix to the main body of the book.
They are not the main body of the book itself as might
be expected. Instead, in the Lager style, each section of
the book is full of illustrations with close up details of
individual Leica pieces. Another departure for Jim,
is that the photos are good enough to illustrate the
subject, not works of art as in Jim’s earlier Leica books.
The book also contains illustrations from wartime

Every serious student of Leica wartime history will
require a copy of this book. It is a wonderful research
tool as well as an interesting book in its own right.
Jim will be printing the books on an individual basis
for $35 each. Please contact Jim via email at
jlager@bellatlantic to order your copy.
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LEICA TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Remote Hummingbird Photography
DICK GILCREAST

T

here are a few challenges to
photographing hummingbirds,
but they are relatively easy
birds to work with because they come
to you—or at least to your backyard
feeder. And, once there, they position
themselves quite accurately at the
feeder so that focus is not as much of
a problem to pre-set on a remote camera as it might be with other kinds of
birds.

This is an Eastern Rubythroat
hummingbird, photographed in
New Hampshire. It is the only one
found in the eastern U.S, but there
are several other varieties in the west,
and all hummingbirds drink sugared
water from feeders in the same way.
At my location in southern NH they
arrive every year on or about the
15th of May, and usually leave just
after Labor Day. Once they find a

6

feeder to their liking they visit it many
times during the day all summer long.
The bird books recommend that some
red colored flowers or red dye in the
sugar water be used to attract them
initially, but after they have found the
feeder the color is no longer needed.
Many types of feeders are available
commercially. The one in the picture
is a small bottle, with a glass tube
coming from a rubber stopper and

LEICA TIPS & TECHNIQUES

pointed downwards at a slant. There
are a few red plastic flowers wired to
the tube. Photographs can be made
from a blind or through a window, or
in this case with a remote camera on
a tripod set fairly close to the feeder.
In order to drink the water the birds
must put their bills into the tube a
little way. That means they will line up
with the tube during feeding and
remain almost motionless while
hovering, so an accurate focus on the
tip of the tube can be set ahead of
time on a remote camera even when
using a large aperture. A good reason
to use a tube feeder of this type is
that once the film plane is made
parallel with the tube, the bird will
be in the same plane of focus as the
tube, and the whole bird will be sharp
in the photograph.
With this setup the only challenge is
to stop the wings in a good position.
Since it is impossible to see the
extremely rapid motion of the wings,
a series of shots will show the wings
in a number of different positions,
mostly blurred even at the camera’s
highest shutter speed. The illustration
shows the wings just reversing
direction at maximum upswing,
but just about any wing position will
look good. Even at 1/2000th of a
second the wings will be a blur in
many of the shots.
Pioneering hummingbird work was
done by a few photographers soon

after Harold Edgerton’s high speed
electronic flash systems became
available. The effective shutter speeds
were in the millionths of a second and
stopped the wing motion almost
completely, but the photography had
to be done with special cameras in
a shaded area so that a sunlit
background wouldn’t cause ghost
images at the necessary between-thelens shutter’s highest (but still
relatively “slow”) 1/500th of a
second synch speed. However a basic
and easily set up shot like this one
can be lit by the sun and done with
standard Leica equipment, no flash
needed. This shot used 1/2000th of
a second , allowing some wing blur,
but the effect looks if anything more
natural than an electronic flash shot.
The photo was made with a Leicaflex
SL and 90mm f/2 Summicron-R,
positioned about 30 inches from the
feeder, exposure set for a medium
dark object in standard daylight. Not
only did I want to try to stop the
motion of the bird’s wings as much as
possible, but I also wanted as shallow
a depth of field as possible to blur out
the background. At 1/2000th, using
Plus-X film exposed at an E.I. of 50,
the indicated aperture was f/2.
I could have used a longer and slower
lens with faster film to get the same
blurred background, but since I was
also shooting color transparency film
of the same speed that day I went
with the 90. The shutter was tripped
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with a pneumatic cable release from
about ten feet away, and the camera
wound manually between visits by the
birds. A remote operating motor drive
or winder would make the winding
operation simpler, but it would need
to be a quiet one since it would wind
while the bird was feeding.
Hummingbird feeders are available at
any garden supply store. To make a
supply of sugared water, bring two
cups (16oz) of water to a boil in an
open pan on the stove, then slowly
stir in 1/4 cup of granulated white
sugar. Bring back to a boil and
continue to boil lightly with
occasional stirring for two full
minutes. When cool, fill the feeder
and pour the rest into a clean glass
bottle with a screw top to be kept in
the refrigerator until needed. We have
never bothered to dye the water, and
even the red plastic flowers don’t seem
to be needed after the first few days.
Since the birds come to rely on
feeders in their area, it would be a
good idea to make sure other people
have feeders in the neighborhood if,
after the photos are taken, you don’t
plan to continue keeping yours filled
for the whole summer.

FAREWELL OLD FRIEND

Auf Wiedersehen Rodinal
TOM ABRAHAMSSON

OUR LAND-ROVER PARKED OUTSIDE HOTEL EUROPEJSKAJA IN LENINGRAD.
It was in 1974 and it was still Leningrad. We drove from Helsinki, Finland as a “shake-down” drive prior to shipping the car to eastern Canada for an
extended trip through Canada, Alaska and the US west coast. It was interesting crossing the Finland/USSR border with a Swedish passport (me),
a Finnish passport (Tuulikki) and a car registered in UK and several cameras. It took 5 hours, mainly because the border guards were bored and our
car was the only one that day. Plenty of tea and friendly conversation. Tri-X in Rodinal 1:50 and most likely with a 28mm lens.

T

he news that AGFA was out of
business brought terror to the
Rodiholics among us. The black
and white section of camera stores, usually only frequented by people with eyes
semi closed to off-set the bright lights
outside the darkroom suddenly was filled
with “hoarders” who were grabbing bottles of Rodinal and clasping them to their
chests. “What now! How am I going to
soup my Tri-X?” Desperate phone calls
“Do you have the recipe for Rodinal”?
What is it with this developer that has an
almost cultish following?

It is most likely the longest continuously produced photographic product,
preceding the Ur-Leica by 23 years (the
patent was issued in January 1891). The
original formula was intended for both
film and as a paper developer. I did try it
as a paper developer long time ago but I
suspect that sensitized material from
1890’s was different from today’s paper.
As a film-developer it was (and is) one of
my mainstays. There were some changes
to the formula over the years, nothing
earth-shattering except that the preservative in it was changed in the 1990’s
8

and rather than lasting a decade or two
in a half-filled bottle, it only lasted a year
or so.
You could adjust your dilution and
film speed to suit your style. You did not
have to have short-lived “stock” developers on hand, just siphon off some milliliters of Rodinal and run a roll or two
when needed. It was my standard filmtesting developer. Occasionally you end
up with film-cassettes (usually IXMOO
cassettes) with unspecified film in them.
Mix your Rodinal 1:100 and shoot the

FAREWELL OLD FRIEND

EVERYBODY LINED UP AT THE PETER I
MONUMENT TO HAVE THEIR PICTURE TAKEN.
On the right side, far back you see a
gentleman in sunglasses and a big overcoat.
He was the guy that kept track of us while
moving around Leningrad. In 1974 the Cold
War was still in full swing. He was very
embarrassed when I started to nod to him
in the morning – his cover was blown!
Tri-X in Rodinal 1:50, 28/2.8.

IN LATE MARCH AND EARLY APRIL THE WINTER STILL HAS LENINGRAD IN A GOOD GRIP.
The days are getting longer though and at the first sign of sun, the locals shed their clothes and line up along the walls of The Peter and Paul Fortress
in the Neva River. If you were not soaking up rays, you bundled up! Tri-X, Rodinal 1:50, 28/2.8.
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FAREWELL OLD FRIEND
made concrete look more like concrete
than even the real stuff.
Some of the stranger films that I put
through include a Russian aerial film,
Kodak’s movie duplicating stock,
Kodachrome 25! (Kodachrome is a
three layered black and white film with
the color added in the processing) – As
a black/white K25 is a bit “rough” but
the speed is almost quadrupled. Why did
I do K25 in Rodinal – because I could
and I wanted to see what it looked like!

HIGH NOON IN SOUTHERN PORTUGAL WITH THE GLARING SUNLIGHT REFLECTING OFF WHITE
WALLS AND WHITE CRUSHED ROCK SURFACE.
Rodinal also worked well in high contrast light like this. HP-3 and Rodinal 1:50. Probably a 35/2.8.

film at 100ASA (and bracket) and then
process for 20 minutes. Negatives might
not be pretty, but you could always
squeeze a print out of them. Over 45+
years of black/white shooting I have
developed just about every emulsion
that was available in Rodinal as well as
most film-sizes, from Minox (Tri-X@
800 in Rodinal gives new meaning to
grain) to 8x10 sheet film. The times
have varied from frying film in 1:10
dilution for 4-5 minutes to 1:250, stand
developing for 10 hours. The most
astounding part is that most of these
experiments worked, you got a printable
negative, maybe not a “perfect” negative but it would print! Films like SO115 (predecessor to the Technical-Pan)
could be rated at 8 ASA, shot with a
Hasselblad and the perforated 70mm
stock and left to stew in Rodinal 1:150
for 10 minutes and you got some
extremely sharp and distinct aerial
images – you could also load almost 2.5
times as much film in the Hasselblad
cassettes due to the thinner base and
emulsion. Worked fine while shooting,
but put stress on you in the darkroom,
close to 50 feet of wet, flimsy film coming off the developing tanks! It was
never a fine grain developer, although
with slower films it was not a problem,

the enhanced edge effect and the “surface” style developer made up for it. If
you wanted grain, you just got some
Royal-X Pan, rated it at 1200 ASA and
run it through Rodinal 1:25 – you got
grain, sharp, distinct and contrasty. It

In the 60’s and 70’s Rodinal was
available in a variety of sizes, from tiny
125ml bottles to the 1000ml bottles (
you could get 6 packs of the liter bottles). They had rubber stoppers on them
and once you had convinced your veterinarian friend that that big syringe
with the plumbing sized needle on it
was not going to be used for hallucinatory drugs, you could draw the exact
volume from it with no oxygen entering
the bottle. Ten years later you could still
use it, maybe a bit lower contrast but it
worked!
Rodinal was also a practical travel
developer. A bottle of hypo and a bottle
of Rodinal, a developing tank and an

OUTSIDE THE NAVY HEADQUARTER ON A SUNNY AFTERNOON.
Two “Babushkas” gossiping on the bench and a third one oblivious to the whole thing. In the
background, proud fathers taking baby’s for brisk fresh air outing. 35/2, Tri-X, Rodinal 1:50.
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OUR “COMPACT” TRAVEL CAR FOR A TRIP
TO THE NORTH CAPE IN 1972.
It was a 1967 Citroen 2CV, 16 hp, painted
bright yellow with a flat black hood (popular
with rally cars at the time – slight case of
hubris with the 2CV as it would struggle to
attain 100 km/h.)
Shot with a Contax II and a Sonnar 50/1,5
on Panatomic-X, Rodinal 1: 75.

IN 1970 AND 1971 WE SET OUT ON A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD. Across the Sahara in a Land-Rover, 6 months in US and Canada in a Chevy
Pick-up with a camper, around Australia on a motorcycle (including crossing from east to west through the Nullarbor plains, this was long before they
actually built a road there) On the return back home I realized that all my cameras were pretty well shot (enough sand and dust in them to create a
beach resort) and at the time cameras carried a stiff import duty into England so I sold them there and bought this 1949 Bentley Mark VI for $550.
It was less than pristine, but we kept it for 3 years and sold it for enough to order another Land-Rover from the factory and had it custom-built.
Long-range tanks, heavy duty suspension, diesel engine, custom seats with built in shocks. In 1973 it set us back $ 3200. Well, a used black paint
M4 set me back $80 with a 90/2,8 but salaries and day-rates were correspondingly moderate too! M4/ 90/2.8 Tri-X in Rodinal 1:25.
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DRIFTWOOD ON THE BEACH WITH A SLIGHTLY PREHISTORIC
LOOK TO IT.
Modern films work very well with Rodinal. This is Tmax 100 in Rodinal
1:50/14 minutes. M2 and 40/1.4 VC.

LOW SUN ILLUMINATING THE VANCOUVER SKY-LINE IN JANUARY.
The Lucky 400 film shows distinct grain in Rodinal 1:50 but it fits the
stormy weather look. If I had run the Lucky 400 in a 1:100 dilution the
grain would have been less pronounced. M2 and 50/2.

unsuspecting hotel proprietor saved
many an assignment in the 60’s.
When you poured out the developer
from the tank, Rodinal would exhibit a
variety of colors, blue, purple, red and
green depending on what film you used
and the aforementioned hotel proprietor would be scratching his head why
his nice white sink now had a rainbow of
colors on its surface.
The formula for Rodinal ended up in
the hands of the British military in 1945
and as the Patent had expired long
before that, several publications of it
exist. In the December issue of the
British Black and White Photography
there is a simplified version but the

“true” formula is most likely the one in
Steve Anchell’s Film Developing Cook
Book. Both of these formulas are mixable “at home” but the Anchell one
requires care as it involves 300 grams of
Sodium Hydroxide among its components and that can cause extreme heat
and spattering. Most of the original Agfa
formulas were based on 340 liter (90
gallon) quantity and one of the very
early formulas was based on 5000 liter
quantity (diluted 1:100 that should last
a while).
For those of you who now considers
life has lost its meaning, have no fear.
JandC Photo (www.jandcphoto.com) in
Kansas City is making the original
Rodinal and selling it. Due to shipping
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problems with liquids I have not been
able to try it yet. With the multi-year
storage capacity, it is a good thing to
have in the darkroom – just in case.
I did rummage through my early
negative files (if you move a lot, you
loose things and Murphy’s Law applies.
The binders with the good stuff from
the 60’s and early 70’s got lost and the
only ones that survived was the “scrap”
and reject binders!) I also opened my
second to last bottle of Rodinal and did
run some modern films through and the
illustrations for this article is a mix of old
films/new films and Rodinal.

REPAIR CHALLENGE

To the Abyss and Back
with an
Alpa Reflex Prisma
My Story of Repair and Sleeplessness
VICK KO
A month ago, I bought a jammed Alpa Reflex Prisma from
Ebay. It arrived looking in just fine cosmetic condition, definitely far too nice to be relegated to the status of “static display”
or the horrors of the parts bin. The chrome is clean and unmarked, the leatherette has a nice polished patina, but the shutter is jammed. I can see both shutter curtains as the shutter is
frozen in mid-travel.
I searched the web for information on how to repair the
camera, and posted an inquiry on the IDCC (Internet
Directory of Camera Collectors), a group of eclectic and diverse
collectors and repairers of many things photographic. I got
back responses containing useful and encouraging information,
as well as some dire warnings of pitfalls associated with working
on the Reflex.
Armed with the smattering of information on the Reflex, I
dive into the camera. I figure that the camera cannot be rendered into any worse condition than it is already. Now keep in
mind that this story is written after the fact. The thoughts and
fears one has around opening up an unknown camera are much
different and intense before than after the exercise, with questions such as “what screws are there under the leatherette, how
many bizarre lockrings are there that need special tools, is anything riveted together, etc?”
So late on a Friday, I take the basics off, like the lens
mount and bottom plate. The bottom plate is a straight-forward removal, just loosen off all the externally exposed
screws. This exposes the gear-train for the film advance and
shutter mechanism.

The top deck is harder. I looked under the leatherette, but
no screws are to be found. Two interior light shields around the
film chambers are found with exposed screws, so out they
come. Some of their screws are behind shafts, needing special
contortions to loosen them off.
The prism is attached to the top deck with six exposed
screws and comes off easily. This is the first place where I
deduce that a part is missing, a shaft. This shaft should anchor
the front of the prism housing to the body. The prism glass
and focusing screen are in really good shape, although a bit
dusty. Now removed from the body, the prism and screen can
easily be cleaned.
The top deck and front cover now appears to be loose, and
it becomes apparent that they are one single piece, a carefully
shaped single steel housing. The part can now be rocked slightly. This is encouraging, as I now work to determine the range
of the movement. But as I begin to separate the front and top
housing from the body, parts begin to fall out, namely then lens
for the view finder and two parts of its lens mount. This is
where a cold sweat breaks out, not knowing where the parts
come from, and not seeing what order they go back in.
My strategy in these situations of parts dropping out is to
consider what the original assembly and design team were
thinking. Neither teams would have had magicians. Parts must
be assembled in logical order, and must be able to be positioned
without anti-gravity tweezers or the like.
The top deck and front faceplate ultimately come free from
the internal shutter and mirror housing. The shutter dial and
film wind knobs both remain attached to the top deck, revealing their coupled-shaft design to the inner body housing. The
revolutionary aspect of this type of design is that the shutter dial
does not rotate when it fires. The Leica IIIc, another revolutionary camera of that time, did not have a non-rotating shutter dial until 1954, with the introduction of the M3.
Removing the top deck also exposes both the viewfinder
and the rangefinder optical assembly with its mirror mechanism for focusing. I can now see where the fine-adjustment
screws are for the rangefinder mirrors. The rangefinder is a
simple two-mirror design with the focusing mirror mounted

Leica IId with an Alpa Reflex Prisma
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on a pivot arm whose movement is relayed to a sensing finger
that touches the rear flange of the camera’s lens. And this
camera has interchangeable lenses, a feat matched only by
Leica on rangefinder cameras.

shutters rollers and spring rollers are still not accessible to confirm this diagnosis.
So now Luis Paracampo’s email from IDCC on the camera
holds the essential clue, in that he states there is a separate body
housing that is sealed to the main shutter and mirror housing.
I go around looking for the seams of the two housing. The seals
appear to have some plastic compound applied to the joints. I
also go looking for where the attachment screws are.
This is one major factor with classical cameras versus modern
ones. With classical cameras, I can be fairly certain that screws
and fasteners are what holds the mechanisms and housings
together, and not glue or welding or soldering. Sealing compounds are used for light sealing, not structural attachment.
Today, items are sealed or glued together, and are incapable of
offering viable disassembly or reassembly.

The top deck of an Alpa Reflex Prisma

One must remember that in 1947, the ability to conceive of
a design, and to have craftsmen that can achieve the necessary
fineness of tolerances and assembly quality, to build a camera
with interchangeable lenses that worked properly with a precision mechanism such as a rangefinder, was truly a feat of superb
ingenuity. It is a true credit to Mr. Jacques Bolsky.
The viewfinder is the only optical assembly that has a lens,
and its front lens and mount were what fell out previously during the separation of the top and front housing from the inner
shutter and mirror housing. The optical chambers for both the
RF and VF are simply lined with black cloth tape for light suppression, a simple and elegant construction.
The mirror movement is also independent from the film
wind and shutter firing mechanism. The shutter release button
is coupled to the mirror actuation, and manually raises the mirror prior to firing the shutter. The mirror raise mechanism also
has a manual lock, to permit a lower force shutter release action.
The mirror returns into the viewing position with releasing the
pressure on the shutter release button. There is also an interlock
that prevent collapsible lenses from being pushed into the mirror, unless the mirror is locked upwards. Both the mirror and
lens interlock are actuated by superbly fine springs.
I am impressed by the fineness of springs contained in this
camera. The only other comparison I know is the Rolleiflex,
especially on the two springs that activate the depth-of-field
indicators on the likes of the 2.8F camera. I suppose for Alpa,
finely produced parts must be “status quo” for a company
that generated their bread and butter revenue from supplying
watch parts.
But still no clues as to why the jam exists. I pull on the curtains and deduce that the first curtain has no tension but the
second one does. This is sounding like a very common Leica M
failure mode where a felt light-baffle strip can get lodged in the
shutter first curtain and tape. But the chambers holding the
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I find the attachment screws for the inner and outer body,
but also find that the entire RF mirror assembly needs to be
removed. This is one area where I will admit that the originating company may have had magicians. I dislike having to do
optical alignments without the necessary optical equipment.
But forging ahead, the mirror mounts and pivots for the
rangefinder are removed.
The outer shell is then slowly slid free of the body box,
exposing the shutter rollers and spring rollers. Here, I find that
the shutter curtains are indeed intact, with only a minor tear on
the takeup side, and the tapes are fine. I also find that the spring
roller for the first curtain can be spun freely, and should be
spring-loaded. It is now obvious that the spring roller is the culprit and must be removed.
I carefully separate the
shutter curtain from the
spring roller which entails a
careful peeling of the shutter
cloth away from where it has
been glued to the roller. And
then the roller must be
removed, but I now find that
one of the shutter timing
gears needs to be removed as
it blocks the removal of the
shutter roller shaft.

Showing the interlock
bar at the top of the
lens mount

Interfering with the geared
timing chain of any camera is
another area of immense complexity; not so much the removal
but the need to properly retime things after. I mark all the gear
locations and have to drive out a pin to remove the relevant
gear. Having removed the gear, the spring roller is extracted,
and miracle of miracles, the spring is intact, and is only popped
loose of its mount. Reinserting the spring is trivially easy, and
the spring roller is cleaned up and reassembled, working again.
I reattach the shutter curtain to its roller, reinstall the shutter
roller shaft, and reinstall the gear that I removed.

REPAIR CHALLENGE

The film wind and shutter still refuse to fire. I now dive into
much more studying of the gear train and film advance mechanism. I remove the main gear from the film take-up sprocket,
and find a train of loose ball bearings. If you have ever done
this, you know what I am talking about as I immediately have
a cold chill go up my spine. You can imagine that ball bearings
are going to fall out of their race and invariably all over your
work surface. But in this case, the old dried lubricant holds all
the bearings in place.
As I calm down, I get an image in my mind that this is literally like a ring of flying fish roe eggs on a sushi morsel. I also
find that this gear needs to be moved over, to clear its next gear
and allow the shutter gearing to run freely. Here is another
finding. With the discovery that this gear is holding the shutter
train, I realize that this gear has a spring tension on it, and I still
have not removed the ball bearings. Literally this is like a hand
grenade with the pin pulled, and I’m still tinkering with the
handle. Realizing this, I carefully remove all the bearings to a
container, and then remove the gear. The shutter then runs and
I hear the beautiful “click” of the shutter.
I can now fire the camera with some semblance of proper
shutter action, and conclude that the failed shutter roller spring
was the primary failure on the camera, and the film advance
gear position is the cause of the jam.
But things are not so simple. After reinstalling the film
advance gear, I find that the camera does not properly wind and
fire and continues to jam. I find that the entire gear timing is
off. I suspect someone else had played with the gears trying to
fix this camera and didn’t put them back properly.

Alpa Reflex Prisma with bottom plate removed,
showing shutter gear train

are completely off. If adjustments are made to the slow speeds
to bring them into specification, the fast speeds are entirely off.
This is a complete conundrum, as the two speeds are locked by
the single gear train.
After more hours of study and adjustment, I finally concede
defeat and cheat. I remove the bottom plate of a virgin Alpa
Reflex and examine its gear train, and discover that one single
gear is installed 90 degrees differently in the Prisma. Moving
the gear on the Prisma brings both speed ranges into range.
Relief, celebration, and short nap follow.
The rangefinder realignment is another cycle of trial and
adjustment, including turning off the room lights and shining
a flashlight into the optical train to see where the mirrors are
actually pointing. The missing shaft for the prism mount is fashioned from a sewing needle. Holy cow is a sewing needle ever
hard! I will never consider buying drill rod for shafts any more;
sewing needles are far easier to find and much harder.
The rest of the reassembly is pretty much a reverse of the disassembly steps. Ultimately, the camera is working fully and I
check the shutter. My 4-1/2 year old son helps to operate the
shutter tester and has great fun cycling through all the shutter
speeds for me. The rangefinder is working “well enough”. The
RF spot isn’t quite centered, but to center it would involve
another full disassembly of the body plates, something that can
wait into the future.

Alpa Reflex Prisma with rear cover removed

Many hours are spent late at night to determine the correct
timing, but finally the correct alignment is found, using the
cocked state of the shutter as the reference. In the course of the
investigation, I come across a second “ring of bearings”, on the
two gears that control the first and second shutter timing.
Again, the miracle of lubricant saves me, and confirms that
someone else has been in the camera. This lubricant is fresh,
and not suggestive that it was placed in 1947,
Ultimately, I get the shutter entirely reassembled, but find
that while the fast speeds are adjusted properly, the slow speeds
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But the camera looks beautiful and I have the inner peace of
knowing that it works properly, and has now become a “keeper”.
Now, if I can only find more lenses for it. Does anyone out
there have lenses from old Alpa’s that they don’t want?

DR. WOLFF COLLECTIBLES

Two Unusual Recently-Acquired
Dr. Wolff Items
ED SCHWARTZREICH

W

hile it would be really
boring for members to hear
of each new Dr. Wolff item
unearthed, the two described below
are beautiful and rare, and
definitely worth sharing.

FRANKFURT PORTFOLIO AND TWO OF ITS PHOTOS

E. A. Lehmann, Zeppelin-Kapitän,
published by the Societäts-Verlag,
Frankfurt in 1937 is a testimonial to
Ernst August Lehmann, captain of the
ill-fated Zeppelin, L. S. Hindenburg.
Captain Lehmann’s story, from his
childhood, to becoming a Zeppelin
captain, to his fiery death upon the
explosion of his ship in Lakehurst,
New Jersey on May 6, 1937 are
described in words by
Max Geisenheyner (in German) and
in images from his childhood to his
funeral. Eight images, about 1/3 of
the total, are marked ‘Dr. Paul Wolff
& Tritschler, Frankfurt a. M.’ These
fascinating shots are of the interior
and workings of the airship and are
especially beautifully composed.
According to Thomas Sommer, who
was previously unaware of this book
but who found himself a copy, the
images were taken by Tritschler, on
the Zeppelin voyage “Hindenburg
LZ 129” of 3-31-1936 4-10-1936
from Friedrichshafen (Bodensee) to
Rio and back. Geisenheyner was also
on that trip. The picture captions
should be self-explanatory.
The second publication is a portfolio
of actual mounted photographs (6x9"
on 9x12" stock) by Wolff & Tritschler.
These prewar images were newly
printed and released in 1948 in a
small edition (perhaps 50) by
Photographia zu Wetzlar, the source
also of the little Leica book
Leica Brevier für das Jahr 1949
which I wrote about in Viewfinder

FRANKFURT PORTFOLIO OPEN
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RÖMER FROM “UNTER DEM LÄMMCHEN”, FRANKFURT
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PROMENADE DECK OF THE HINDENBERG

TYPICAL PASSENGERS’ VIEW

ON THE BRIDGE OF THE HINDENBERG

HINDENBERG IN PROCESS OF DOCKING.
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THE STARBOARD ENGINE / PROP

IN THE STARBOARD ENGINE GONDOLA

ENTERING THE ENGINE GONDOLA FROM THE MAIN CABIN
DURING FLIGHT

CHIEF ENGINEER AT HIS CONTROLS
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38/2. Photographia zu Wetzlar seems
to have been a short-lived concern
which put out mostly deluxe offerings
with either photo prints (or perhaps
hand-pulled art prints) on such
German subjects as the Würzburger
Residenz, the Bordesholmer Altar, and
Dürer’s copper plate Passion, as
well as Roman and Etruscan art.
Photographia zu Wetzlar also
released other smaller mounted
photos of Frankfurt and of Breslau
by Wolff & Tritschler.
It is my guess that the rationale for
these publications was the need for
hard currency right after the war; it
was relatively inexpensive to print and
mount already existing photographic
images and put them in a box. Duty
on items may also have been an issue,
analogous to the Monté en Sarre
Leica IIIa. However, yesterday’s
necessity makes today’s collectable.
The Frankfurt/Main portfolio is a
nicely-made box holding 30 mounted
loose photographs, 27 of them by
‘Dr. Paul Wolff & Tritschler,
Braunfels’. (One of the remaining
photos is by Theo Kisselbach!) I
have reproduced here two of the
Wolff & Tritschler images: a view of
the Römer, and an interior from the
Goethehaus. The quality of the images
is very high and I hope some of this
comes through in the reproduction.

LIVING ROOM OF THE GOETHEHAUS, FRANKFURT
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First Impressions with the Digital-Modul-R
DAVID YOUNG

ferent than those of the Canon and I
admit to a quick peek at the book to see
how it’s done, bit without much reading it all became perfectly clear.
Of course, the R8’s finder is designed
for manual focus and is so much
brighter than the 20D’s finder that it’s
not even funny.
The specialized finder screen, which
comes with the back, has marks showing the field of view for the DM-R’s
1.37 crop factor. I found them very easy
to get used to, and frankly, I like the
idea of being able to see a little “outside
the box”. It is very similar to composing your shots with an M series camera.

T

here is bit of wisdom, in the
business world, which says
you can tell what a manufacturer truly thinks of his own products,
by looking at how he packs them.
My DM-R came packed in a large
grey-paperboard box, which protected
a beautiful, silvered, Leica box. This
box is filled with custom molded, anti
static, high density foam and everything
was protected within an inch of its life.
There is even a fitted canvas carry
bag, with custom molded high density
foam for the back of the DMR and a
separate zippered pouch for the “old”
film back.

the last 8 months and nearly 5000 photos, Leica’s DM-R is a delight. The
push buttons have a nice, solid feel,
though the rotary controls while certainly not “flimsy”, do not feel quite as
solid as those on the 20D. (Indeed,
there have been reports of the function
wheel falling off a few units!) But, overall, the DM-R is certainly up to top
Leica standards.
The display on the back is the same
(1.8") size as that of the 20D, but both
brighter and clearer.

The first impression you get (or, at
least, that I got) is how light it is. It
seems to weigh almost nothing!

I have heard complaints that the
DM-R’s screen only magnifies the
image in 4 steps, whilst the Canon has
10 steps. However, in actual use, the
screen on the DM-R is more useful to
determine focus or composition, as it is
much clearer.

The second impression is how well
it’s made. After using Canon’s 20D for

Installation was a snap and the controls are intuitive. Things are a little dif-
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A major concern of mine was the
viewfinder... the back sticks out a fair bit
and I feared that viewing might be compromised, especially for eyeglass wearers.
Not so! The finder is fully visible, even
to an eyeglass wearer, such as me.
Although the back looks like it might
be awkward, it’s not. You don’t notice
any of it. You just make photos.
Another nicety is the leather handstrap that comes standard. I had a similar one on the motor winder for my old
R3, and it was very handy. This one is
even nicer.
The unit balances well in the hand –
especially with a larger lens, like the 90
Summicron. With your hand through
the strap, you can easily reach the shutter speed selector, but reaching the camera’s shutter release is almost impossible.
Leica thoughtfully provided a new
shutter release on the front, which
falls perfectly under your finger and is
smooth as silk. A second, lockable,
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shutter release is near the bottom –
for verticals.

A few foibles: This is a first effort for
Leica … and it shows.

Although some people have complained about the size; it’s no larger
than, say, the top line Canon digital
cameras, with which it competes, but it
certainly is heavier! Still, I don’t find it
a burden and it balances the
400mm/f6.8 Telyt perfectly… something the 20D did not do well.

Although there has already been a
firmware upgrade, to correct some
automatic white balance problems, the
DM-R still seems not to do as well as its
Japanese brethren. Although perfect
outdoors, when shooting indoors, by
window light, with dark coloured walls
in the background, the white balance is
easily confused. Fortunately, the problem is readily cured during “development”. Still, another firmware upgrade
would be nice.

And speaking of photos… This is
where the DM-R shines.
I had been quite pleased with my
LeiCanon (see Viewfinder, Vol. 38,
No. 3, p. 18). But I was looking for
something more.
The DM-R delivers photographs
with a level of fine detail I’ve not seen
in my Canon shots. The additional 2
megapixels shouldn’t make that
much difference!
However, every dSLR in the world
has an anti-aliasing filter, which does
help to reduce Moiré patterns in some
shots, but which also lowers resolution
and thus, fine detail, in every shot. The
DM-R has no such filter, correcting the
problem, if necessary, in software. This
is the same approach taken by every
medium format digital back on the
market and likely comes from the DMR’s Imacon heritage.

A more serious concern is the rather
slow time to turn on… a full three seconds! This can be a real problem when
you need to react quickly.
The write time to the SD cards is similarly, very slow… taking about 5 to 6
seconds, vs. about 1 second for the
20D. It is true, that the .dng files the
Leica writes is nearly 3 times larger, but
this is nearly twice as long, even so. I
purchased the high speed (SanDisk
Extreme III – 20mb/sec) cards, but
the write time did not improve over the

The result is photos which are sharper and with much finer detail than any
“35mm” dSLR I’ve seen.
Leica have done an excellent job of
setting the internal levels, such that
shots from the DM-R appear closer to
film than anything I’ve seen in digital.
Perhaps digital is not yet as good as
film… but shots from the DM-R are so
close, that in 12"x 18" prints, I cannot
tell them from those made from film!
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9mb/sec Extreme II card supplied with
the DMR. So, the problem is with the
unit and not the cards.
This can become a problem when
shooting a rapid series of photos. It’s
true, the buffer allows up to 10 frames,
but when the buffer is full, I have had it
take up to 3 full minutes to write to the
SD card!
Noise levels, at ISO 400 and below,
are excellent. However, noise at ISO
800 is not so good, and at the DM-R’s
“push” setting (= ISO 1600) it’s downright poor.
For me, this is a concern, because I
do a lot of wildlife work with the
400/6.8 Telyt and 2x converter…
which is an f13.6 combination, wide
open! High ISO settings are a great
help, even on bright days, to maintain
acceptable shutter speeds.
There is a simple work around, however. Set the camera at ISO 400 and,
using the exposure compensation lever,
deliberately underexpose 2 or 3 stops.
This will yield an equivalent exposure
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to ISO 1600 (2 stops) or ISO 3200 (3
stops). When you correct the exposure
during ‘development’, you will end up
with well exposed shots with more
noise than normal with the camera’s
native ISO 400, but less than with the
DM-R’s ISO 800 setting.
The LCD screen is so good, that
shots underexposed 2 stops will display
a wee bit dark, but quite satisfactorily
for checking focus or composition.
Shots underexposed by 3 stops are
quite dark, but will still ‘develop’ to a
very high standard.
Some people may cry ‘foul’, but I
have found that the system works, and
very well, at that.
The supplied battery charger has an
ingenious system to interchange the
plugs for the UK, Europe or the US (all
included). You still need one more
adapter for Australia, but most places
you travel, the unit will work, as it automatically switches between 100V and
240V, 50 or 60 cycles.

the AC charger. And if not, how do you
tell when the battery is charged, without overcharging? There is only one,
red, power LED on it!
And why is it that gently squeezing
the remote release (14.254 or 14.255)
will not lock the meter reading in spot
metering mode? It’s not as if the circuitry is not in the DMR, for both
release buttons do it! Yet this is true for
the Winder R8/9 and Motor R8/9 as
well! Both curious and annoying!
This last point is a nit-pick. When the
LCD is being used to view previously
taken shots, it does not turn off when
the shutter button is tapped. You must
turn it off, on the back, before you can
take photos.
This can slow you down and is also
a great drain on the already limited
batteries. Here, I much prefer
Canon’s programming.

THE CONCLUSION:
The DM-R is like “the little girl with
the curl”… when it’s good, it’s very,
very good.
The R8 with DM-R is a superb picture taking machine, which delivers
results I cannot tell from film. To my
eye, they match those from a good
medium format camera.
But the combination is only suited to
a methodical photographer, like myself.
Those who need fast response and rapid
fire performance (PJ’s and sports types)
will need to look elsewhere.
Still, the photographs it produces are
so good, that I, and many like me, will
put up with the minor inconveniences
of the DM-R to achieve photographs
that rival our best work with film.

However it’s huge! With its cord it’s
easily 4 times the size of the charger for
the Canon, which is much more intelligently designed. Why make something
so well equipped for travel (and most of
us do travel with our cameras!) and
then make it so unnecessarily large? It
takes a huge amount of space in the
gadget bag. (I never put any camera
gear in checked luggage, as it often
doesn’t make it there with you!)
Battery life is also a concern. It takes
2 hours to recharge the battery for 3
hours (about 150 to 200 shots) operation. A second battery is a must, for any
serious photo outing.
On the bright side, Leica also
includes a 12Volt car charging cord.
Very nice, though the manual makes no
mention of it, and I’ve not yet been
able to determine if it has the same
overcharge protection circuitry that’s in

Our granddaughter.
R8/DM-R/90 Summicron, f4, 1/1000th ISO 400.
The inset shows the detail in her eyelashes… and you
can see me, in her pupil, kneeling in the snow, to get
the shot!
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The Vacation Darkroom
DICK SANTEE

C

arolyn and I spend our summers at our vacation home in
Big Sky, Montana. Other
than a little Western art work which I
purchased from the previous owner, the
walls of the home were devoid of color
and pictures. I thought to myself:
“Leica decorating to the rescue.”
The mountainous Montana scenery
is gorgeous and we only live an hour
away from Yellowstone Park with all
of its photogenic wildlife opportunities. I decided to devote some time to
photographing the beauty around me
and making prints to decorate the
vacation home.
But how to do it in this remote community? First, I discovered f-ll Photo
Store in Bozeman, Montana, only an
hour away. These nice people are happy
to scan my 35mm Leica negatives into
25-100 MB files. Next, I began
researching photo printers on the
Internet. I discovered that HewlettPackard makes several models that produce up to 13" by 19" prints (large
enough for my decorating needs – especially if I mat them). HP also claims that
with their new Vivera inks and HP
Premium Plus Photo Paper, the photos
will resist fading for 115 years under
glass. I doubt that we will have the vacation home longer than that, so these
specifications seemed okay to me and I
ended up with an HP Photosmart 8750
(under $500 street price).

DICK’S VACATION DARKROOM

Many of my C41 processed images
appeared well composed but lacked the
color or “pop” that I was looking for in
my decorating project. One of these
images was of beautiful Soldier’s
Chapel with majestic Lone Mountain
in the background and 4th of July
American Flags billowing like sails in
the foreground. The straight image just
looked flat.

MOOSE
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SOLDIER’S CHAPEL BEFORE PHOTOSHOP

SOLDIER’S CHAPEL AFTER PHOTOSHOP
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BIG SKY

SOMEWHERE
OVER THE RAINBOW

I had recently purchased Photoshop
Elements photo software and after
scanning, began to massage the digital
images with that. All that I know
about this computer program is what I
have learned through experimentation
and a few short articles in Shutterbug
and Popular Photography. Using hue
and saturation, lighting, crop, magic
wand, and blur (to depixilate the sky)
tools, I was able to produce prints that
satisfied my decorating needs.
I would really like to sign up for a
course in Photoshop to learn all of the
creative things it can do. Even with my
limited knowledge and experience, the
vacation digital darkroom turned out to
be a quite fun and entertaining experience. The people at the picture framing
store in Bozeman just love to see me
coming now.
26
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VILLAGES

If any of you have been thinking of
“sticking your toe” into the waters of
mixed media imaging but haven’t done
it yet, I suggest now is the time. It has
never been easier or more economical
and the results are gratifying.

“I WONDER WHAT
SHE’S TELLING HIM?”
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LEICA HISTORICAL SOCIETY of AMERICA

38th

For the first time in our almost 40-year
history, the Leica Historical Society
of America will host this year's Annual
Meeting in Wetzlar and Solms, Germany
from September 28 — October 3, 2006.
Important in the decision and in the
timing of the meeting is the fact that
it will coincide with Photokina 2006
in Cologne.

Annual Meeting

SEPTEMBER 28
to

OCTOBER 3

Wetzlar

The LHSA Board considered the
distance and added expense of
holding a meeting abroad.
However, it concluded that the
combined attraction of
Photokina and the opportunity
to tour the Leica factory, stay
in Wetzlar, birthplace of Leitz,
to see and photograph where
members of the Leitz family,
Barnack and Berek and other Leica giants of the past have walked and
photographed, was too attractive and compelling to miss.

& Solms

GERMANY

Many LHSA members in Europe have indicated they will attend
the LHSA Annual Meeting to meet friends whom they know only
by photographs and electronic media. Other Leica photographers
in Europe who are not yet LHSA members have asked if they
may also attend.The LHSA Board considered this and
decided that because this is an LHSA event, attendees should
be members. So the answer is, yes, anyone interested in
Leica and in photography is welcome to attend the meeting by
simply joining the LHSA.
The 2006 Annual Meeting planning
began immediately after San Francisco
with the indispensable cooperation of
Ralph Hagenauer of Leica Solms and
Christian Erhardt. Members will
arrive the morning of Thursday,
September 28, those traveling from
North America flying into Frankurt.
Transportation has been arranged
for LHSA members from Frankfurt
International Airport to Wetzlar,
where blocks of rooms at the
Wetzlarer Hof and Mercure hotels
have been reserved.
(Please Note: Members should only
make hotel reservations through the
LHSA office, and do so by June 1. See
next page for details).

Thursday afternoon will be free for local sightseeing, visiting, and time adjustment for North American
travelers. On Thursday evening, members will have dinner on their own at one of the local restaurants.
Friday, September 29, is LHSA Day at the Congress Center,“Stadthalle-Wetzlar.” The Board will
meet early and, as always, the meeting is open to all LHSA members.The annual Business Meeting,
election of Officers and Directors, reports, and discussions will follow.A full day of programs and
slide presentations with a break for lunch is planned. Spouses and companions may choose a day
tour of Wetzlar.The annual Gala Banquet will be held Friday evening with a featured guest speaker.
On Saturday, September 30, members will be
transported to Cologne for an all-day visit to Photokina,
returning to Wetzlar in time for dinner.A three-hour walking
tour of Cologne will be available for spouses, companions, and
members who choose not to attend Photokina.
On Sunday, October 1, transportation has been arranged
to Photo-Boerse, the major trade fair in Cologne-Muehlheim,
for the opportunity to acquire all manner of Leica and other
photographic paraphernalia! For those members who have
done enough “acquiring,” a tour of Cologne will again be
offered if there is sufficient demand.
Sunday evening, October 1, marks the commencement of the holiest day of
the Jewish year, the Yom Kippur Day of Atonement.Arrangements have
been made for Jewish members to attend Yom Kippur services on Sunday
evening and Monday at the Jewish Community Center in nearby
Giessen.Transportation will be provided.The LHSA Board considered
this juxtaposition with great care and concern, searching for alternative
meeting dates that would not conflict.The coincidence of Photokina
ending the same weekend made impossible a move of the LHSA
meeting dates to a later weekend.Advancing the meeting dates was
impossible, also, as Leica factory personnel will be extremely busy
preparing for Photokina.
On Monday, October 2, a tour of the Leica Camera factory and
Leica Akademie experience is scheduled. Monday afternoon the
group will visit Braunfels, about 15 km from Wetzlar, including a tour of
Braunfels Castle.A group dinner will be held Monday evening at the Wetzlarer Hof.
Tuesday morning, October 3, coaches will depart for Koblenz where members
will embark on a Rhine River Tour with lunch provided on board.The tour will
reach Bacherach mid-afternoon and return to Wetzlar about 5:00 p.m.An early
dinner will be available at Castle Greifenstein or in Braunfels.
Tuesday evening members will pack valises and bags for an early departure on
Wednesday morning, October 4, to Frankfurt International Airport, where
members will say to friends both old and new:“Auf Wiedersehen” until next year.
All Wetzlar hotel reservations must be
made and paid in advance through the
LHSA office. Online hotel registration
forms are now available on the LHSA
web site at www.lhsa.org. Hotel
reservations must be received by June 1.
A second meeting registration form indicating
your choice of tours, meals and events is
also available on the web site. Please give this
information to the LHSA office by July 1.The
email for the LHSA office is lhsa@bellsouth.net
or phone (502) 895-7272 or 1-866-441-5472.
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RESURRECTION TIME
JIM W. VESTAL

W

e are at a cross road. In one
direction we have a (old) film
camera, in the other we have a
(new) digital camera. In our filing cabinet and film albums, there are thousands
of slides, and hundreds of negatives
sleeved in pages.
Many of us have recently quit making
prints in black and white or color, and
haven’t stepped in to the darkroom in
years. If we’ve been lucky to have one
with the E.Leitz Focomat Ic enlarger, it
is now gathering dust. When visiting the
local camera store, there seems to be less

and less darkroom supplies, and more
used enlargers selling for unbelievably
low prices.
For my first two decades working at
newspapers I was at ease in the darkroom using the Focomat. The last
decade I’ve been more ill-at-ease in a
lighted room using a computer.
In 1992 I was first introduced to a
mouse. In writing this, I checked my
1991 Webster’s college dictionary –
since we all know that a mouse is “one of
numerous small rodents of various fami-

lies.” Not so in the new digitized world.
That new palm size mouse is connected to a computer that controls a cursor.
Webster, cursor: “A movable, sometimes
blinking, symbol to indicate where data
may be input on a computer screen.”
Same dictionary, but the two words
weren’t related in 1991. By 1992 they
became an electronic duo. If you’ve
been on a computer, you can’t work
without them.
I’ve found through the magic of photographic
software
that
Adobe

Black-and-white images after being scanned, can be colorized blue by changing the image via MODE to RGB Color, then to IMAGE, to
ADJUSTS/COLOR BALANCE. Move the Cyan slider to the far left, the Blue slider to far right. Leica M2, 21mm f4 Super Angulon Lens, Tri-X film.
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The original print (left) mad in the darkroom in 1963 of President John F. Kennedy was very hard to print, as the backlit negative –
subjects in deep shade, was very thin (under exposed). When the b&w negative was scanned in a film scanner and computer processed using
Adobe Photoshop in the last couple of years, the filmed detail could be improved electronically of the dark business suit and pants of the girl.
Leica M2, 21mm f4 Super Angulon Lens, Tri-X film.

Photoshop is considered the standard in
the industry. It does just about anything
you want to do with an image, and a lot
more we never considered doing with
our pictures.
I first used Photoshop 3 at two newspapers in New York and California. My
wife, a graphic designer, bought a
MacIntosh IIci in 1992. She had to
switch from ink, cut and paste, to viewing the video screen then in front of her.
We replaced the IIci with a Mac G3, and
upgraded to Photoshop 5.5, then 6. I
still use the G3 for my photography
today. I have Photoshop 7 in a Mac G4
(now the G5 is available), and a Gateway
PC I use for writing, the internet, and
for
my
webpage
design
(www.jimvestal.net has many samples in
relationship to this article).

I rediscovered my old picture files.
Kodachrome 25 images have not faded,
and some of those hard to print b&w
have been resurrected. I can add blue to
b&w images shot in the sky, or under
water—and can make scenes sepia, and
sunsets orange.
Let it be stated now, that as a working
photojournalist for many years in newspapers, we could not, and did not
manipulate photographs that appeared
in the daily pages. But with the new
software, it became so easy to retouch
something in to, or out of a photograph, that newspapers and the
National
Press
Photographers
Association had to make a commitment
to not manipulate the image as we
entered
the
computer
age.
Manipulating photographs was not
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new, but it required the additional work
by an artist, usually with scissors and an
air brush.
In 1990 the “NPPA Special Report:
The Ethics of Photojournalism” was
published, as photographers with a click
of a mouse could change a news photograph (almost) without thinking much
about it. Changes in a cover of National
Geographic appeared, the “Day in the
life of ….” covers were enhanced, and
daily news images received some minor
re-editing of content. Pyramids were
moved, square pictures with surfboards
cut off became verticals with the created
tip in, and a “Coke” can disappeared
from a news picture.
It is a firing offense in most newspapers today if anyone changes anything
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In order to get underway in digital
photography, you need a computer. The
preference
between
the
Apple
MacIntosh and the various Microsoft
equipped PC’s is yours. Most artists and
photographers prefer the Macs. Whether
you use a desk model (at home) or a laptop (home and away) is a consideration
– size of computer display screen.
In order to scan your photographs the
most economical way is to get a combination flatbed scanner that has a transparency adapter in the lid. If you have a
lot of cardboard mounted slides, be sure
the unit you buy will handle them. Most
come with an adapter for six exposure
film strips, starting as low at $150. These
scanners offer 4800 x 9600dpi (dots per
inch) resolution or lower, quality varies
by price.
Film scanners that just do 35mm filmstrips or mounted slides are fast and easy
to use, but start at about $500, such as
the popular Nikon Coolscan models.
I’ve used a Minolta QuickScan35 for the
past six years that gives me an 8" x 12"
image at 300dpi. The dedicated film
scanners (versus the flatbed) produce a
bigger image file for larger print sizes.

This Kodachrome color slide from 1964 was taken by the available light inside Pablo Picasso’s
estate display area in southern France. The computer allows the figures at left to be lightened, the
yellow drawing lightened and contrast increased. The Clone tool allows the upper red arm to be redrawn, and the Burn (hand) and Dodge tools equalize the lighting on the drawings on ceiling and
wall. Leica M2, 21mm f4 Super Angulon, Kodachrome.

that is not in the original image (digital
or film). And news photographers have
lost their jobs. Darkroom procedures of
“dodging” and “burning” are still considered normal if not overdone.
Yes, images are manipulated in newspapers and news magazines today. When
it is done, they carry a credit line that

adds the words “photo-illustration,” or
words to that effect next to the picture –
or where ever the photo credits appear.
These illustrations should not appear in
news sections, but usually in feature,
business, and food sections. Magazine
covers are often enhanced by graphic
designers that generally do not share the
ethics news photographers now live by.
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Printers vary, and my older Epson
Photo Stylus EX gives me beautiful 11"
x 17" prints with a narrow white border
from my original 8" x 12" 300dpi
scans. Printers vary with a single black
cartridge, another cartridge with 3 and
5 color inks, or 8 individual color cartridges. Actually they use only 4 inks –
cyan, magenta, yellow, and black. The
five ink cartridge use two each magenta
and cyan inks, spreading the tonal gradations critical for photography. The 8
ink unit works similarly but these new
inks offer 25+ years archival. Printers
start at $50, a bargain, and the manufacturers count on you buying a lot of
ink in the future – that is where their
profit is.
This is only a brief introduction on the
hardware needed – new models offer
more advantages. RAM (Random Access
Memory) of 512MB should be considered a minimum. RAM maximum limits
the file size of the work in progress.
“Memory” is relatively cheap to add to a
computer, and simple.
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I was able to resurrect this 1961 Kodachrome image of Korean women playing a teeterboard game in their traditional dress, crop it, lighten the face
and dresses, and the shadow area of the board at bottom. Ethics considered, a telephone pole is removed under the jumper, wires removed at the
board on the edge of lake, and dark barn removed from shoulder, left center. MODE: ADJUSTS/LEVELS, plus the Tools using Clone and Dodge choices
accomplished this. Leica M2, 85mm f1.5 Canon lens, Kodachrome 25.

The software that processes the
images is critical. Since we use Leicas,
why settle for anything but the best.
Adobe Photoshop software is really
the international standard. There are
others, many come free with cameras
and printers.

Peachpit Press are good, as well as the
“…..for Dummies” series.

The Options bar will change depending on what Tool icon you are using.

Adobe puts out a batch of books, the
“Classroom in a Book” supplies a manual and CD that offers hands-on training
on your computer.

Adobe Photoshop Elements (2 and 3)
have been around for years, and the new
4 sells for $49.95 at most stores, and
sometimes discounted. This is inexpensive entry level software, and Photoshop
7 and CS2 are for the advanced. I always
buy an instructional book for any software I use. The “How to Use Adobe
Photoshop 7” by Daniel Giordan published by Que is a quick read, making
their points in each page with color visuals. The Visual Quickstart Guides by

Check your local junior colleges,
recreation departments, and adult night
classes for an assortment of entry and
advanced classes at nominal prices.

Once you make a scan of a black and
white, the very first action you do is go
to Menu bar and set the cursor on
IMAGE, that opens up a pull down list
– put the cursor on MODE, moving the
cursor right to GRAYSCALE.
Consider this IMAGE: MODE
/GRAYSCALE as a sample way to read
future explanations in this article

USING ADOBE PHOTOSHOP – A START
When you launch Photoshop on
your computer screen, there is a Menu
bar across the top, sometimes an
Option bar as well, and a Tools Palette
running vertical.
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Go back to the Menu bar, click on
IMAGE, move cursor down to
ADJUSTS (sometimes ADJUSTMENTS), and go right to LEVELS.
This will produce a graph in a box that
looks like a mountain profile in black.
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There will be three small triangles on the
bottom. The one on the left is the black
setting, at right the white setting, the
one in the middle controls the middle
tones of the image.
Set the black triangle on the mountains left edge, set the white on the
mountains right edge, and the one in
the middle is a judgment call for you
to set the required density of the
image. Be sure to keep some detail in
the white areas.
This is the standard method to start
all processing of your pictures. This
way, you have a rich black, clean
white, and middle tones that should
look good with a complete visual
image in place.
At this point you have the primary
image to work over. If you are doing
color, you set it on “RGB Color” (for
screen viewing) from MODE. You
should “Save as: Name” the RGB
image now. That way it is always saved
and available.
The “CMYK” setting is used if you are
making pre-press color photographs, like
those found in the Viewfinder. It separates the image for printing inks (cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black). Then duplicate the RGB image and convert it to a
CMYK file, and “Save as: NameCMYK”.
Ignore CMYK while learning.
Once you have completed processing
of the photograph, you should create a
folder for this project, or use one already
created (My Documents, My Pictures,
etc.). So it will have the original RGB
image. I sometimes make another duplicate, a safe way to learn – by not using
the only RGB image on file in the folder. When duplicating the software
defaults and adds “copy” to your named
file. I just remove “copy” and add “1, 2,
3, etc.” to the file name so I know the
last one worked on.
The next setting to check is
IMAGE:ADJUSTMENTS/BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST, just drag the cursor
to open the BC box, and move the small
pointers left and right as needed. Click
on “OK” to save and close.

A picture I always liked, never threw away, but didn’t shoot right as I traveled light into Venice in
1964. The Adobe Photoshop software was a chance to try to make it useful. Using IMAGE: LEVELS, BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST, in TOOLS, Dodge, Burn, and Clone (left beer bottle neck).
Leica M2, 50mm Elmar lens, Kodachrome 25.

From time to time as you work on a
photo, go to FILE:SAVE, so that you
never loose what work you’ve done to
this point if interrupted. Always SAVE
when you finish the picture. Remember,
you already “Save as” Named – so the
file is not lost.
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If you are working on an image, and
not sure what you have, or want, you
can FILE:SAVE AS.... by using the
original Save as name (Sample: Sunset),
and just add a number (Sunset1). You
then have more than one recent copy in
the works.
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using “Document Size:” and “inches.”
If I expect to e-mail the image – I use
from 5-7 inches maximum vertical or
horizontal. When doing this, I add “72”
to the (Sunset72) for future reference
since it is now a very small image file, not
good for printing out the photo. If for a
website I size in inches for maximum
estimated use.
In this article I will further introduce you to just a few of what I consider the most common and easily
used Tool Palette buttons. If the tool
button has a very small triangle in the
lower right corner, is has additional
tool options in a fly-out menu, just
click and hold to select.
In the Tool Palette, there are Quick
Keys (Lasso is L, Clone is S, etc.) you
can use. I still prefer a mouse and
dragging the cursor since it only
requires using one hand -left finger
click on the mouse.
This faded Ektachrome color slide processed in Seoul, Korea in 1960 of a North Korean guard at
Panmunjon had faded over 45 years of storage. By copying as a RGB color image, and manipulating via IMAGE, then ADJUSTS/COLOR BALANCE it becomes a more acceptable photograph. It can
still be improved with additional color controls offered in Adobe Photoshop. Leica M2, 85mm f1.5
Canon lens, Ektachrome.

It is here where RAM counts. If you
do not have enough RAM, a box may
appear noting that there is not enough
memory. By saving to the hard drive (or
additional USB accessory hard drive),
and re-opening the original file may get
you around this delay.
After you’ve improved the image and
are satisfied, go to FILE:SAVE AS, and
when the box opens, go to “Format”
and save as a TIFF. At this point you
would have two good saved files, one
ending in “.psd,” the other in “.tif.” In
the top of this box it will ask (where) to
“Save in:.” I use “Desktop” for easy
access later.
If you’ve accumulated too many
extra copies during this learning
process, drag the bad/unimproved
copies to the Trash.
TIFF files have the maximum quality,
and are ideal for making prints, or for
commercial printing press use. You can
also save as a “.jpg.” When you save as

a JPEG, this changes the image into a
series of small square groups of pixels,
about one-tenth the size of a TIFF file.
It is hardly noticeable when printing
pictures from your printer. It is also the
standard format used in digital cameras.
It is used by newspapers and wire photo
agencies because the file transmits
quicker, and the images are reduced to
a smaller amount of pixels acceptable
for reproduction.
The JPEG (Joint Photographic
Experts Group) file format is a compression design format designed specifically
for photographic images by averaging
areas of similar density or color. In short,
it saves memory space, but detail is lost.
Always scan an image with the largest
dpi setting. You can always reduce the
size of the photograph without quality
loss – but can not enlarge an image
without loosing quality. I start with
300dpi settings for my pictures. In the
IMAGE:IMAGE SIZE I convert these
images to 72dpi (and .jpg) if they go to
a website, or I if a plan to e-mail them,
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One of the first things to learn is the
Quick Key(s) to cancel the last thing you
did. In a Mac it is the Apple and Z keys
pressed at the same time. In Photoshop
7 on a PC it is the Control and Z pressed
at the same time.
You can also remove previous actions
by going to WINDOWS:HISTORY,
opening the box, and clicking on the
last rectangle box(es) at the bottom and
pulling it into the Trash icon at lower
right of the history box. You will make
mistakes, and this is a quick way to erase
the problem(s), or start over.
Remember, once you “Save as…,”
you can always close the image file on
the screen, and re-open it to that saved
file. If you didn’t “Save as….,” you will
loose the entire file. This could mean rescanning the picture if you didn’t
“duplicate” as I suggested earlier. By
putting it on the Desktop, rather than
some folder, it is easily seen and found.
You can also create and name a folder
and leave that on the Desktop, pulling
your “Save as named” image icon across
the screen into it.
The Burn (hand) and Dodge (black
dot with stick) are in the fly-out menu in
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Tools middle right side of vertical box
(Photoshop 7): These are used in conjunction with the Brushes (WINDOW:BRUSHES) that are circles of
various size in the box (or Options bar)
that opens up. In a circular shape the
hand darkens the area you move over,
and lightens the area when the dodge
tool is clicked on. I prefer the circles
with blurred edges.
The Clone tool (rubber stamp) allows
you to remove something from the picture by duplicating something over that
portion of the image. For instance, if a
telephone pole came out of a person’s
head in a photograph, you could duplicate – using BRUSHES for duplication
area size – the sky over the pole.
The Clone is mainly used to remove
scratches, dust, and dirt marks on photographs. Just duplicate an area nearest
the problem area by (Photoshop 7)
holding down the “Alt” key and clicking
on the area you want to use as the duplicated (target) area, lifting your finger
from the clicker, and re-clicking the
mouse when you move it to the area you
want to change.
Cropping tool (two crossed “L”
brackets) allows you to frame the image
as desired. Just click on the icon, move
the cursor to the upper left hand corner, and drag the box downward to
make your image choice, and then

double-click the mouse to hold. If satisfied, “Save,” or you may like to rename with “Save as…,” and thus have
two copies for insurance, one cropped,
one un-cropped.
Size images by using the magnifying
glass icon lower right. It goes to a “+” in
the cursor when clicked on the icon, and
enlarges each time you click the mouse.
By pushing on the “Alt” key, the cursor
gets a “minus” sign, and the picture gets
smaller each time you click the mouse.
A good reason to use this is when you
are retouching an area (Clone) and
want to be exacting in your efforts by
looking at a very large portion of the
original photo.
One trick here is if you have red-eye
from point-and-shoot cameras, you can
clone over the red highlight in the eyes
with a white section of the image using a
very small Brush pixel size. It may take a
few attempts – and thus the cancel (or
last choice use WINDOW:HISTORY)
maneuver may be used again and again,
until it looks normal.
The Type “T” tool allows you to put
headlines or captions in the picture, or
on the borders by using IMAGE:CANVAS SIZE adding a border. Type is used
in conjunction with choosing the type
face style, pica size, and color found in
the Options Bar (Photoshop 7).

Practice makes perfect. At first this
may not be a lot of fun. It may be fun if
not now, soon. And you have a lot more
in the Menu bar and Tool box to learn
and use. The ones we’ve gone over will
get you a long way into digital photography, hopefully build some confidence,
and send you on your way further into
the Menu and Tool strips.
Not only can you make display photographs from your slides and negatives,
you can also design stationery with type
and pictures, greeting cards, CD covers,
iron on images for t-shirts, posters,
brochures, etc. Or just improve your
images, burn a CD, and have the local
one-hour lab print out a bunch of prints
for you economically.
The fun is just beginning!
(Editors Note: Training Camps,
live seminars in select cities in the U.S.;
Workshops-On-Demand, training from
a website 24/7; and Products-On-Disc,
with CD and DVD-rom training; are
available at www.software-cinema.com.
Adobe’s “software-CINEMA” offers
detailed visual training programs
using CD and DVD discs by their
experts explaining fundamental (30
sessions) and advanced (27 sessions)
techniques of Photoshop programs.)

Here is an example of the many ways to use your computer imaging techniques – Personalized Stationery, CD Covers and of course on the family wall.
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ONE
POINT
OF VIEW
HANS P. BERKHOUT

L

ong ago I learned by
chance that you don’t have
to be constantly on the
move to find good pictures. I
noticed that even when staying
put, photographic opportunities
presented themselves, either after
intense searching or when just
leisurely waiting and watching.
This latter approach is what I’d
like to illustrate.
I have three examples of shots I
took during the month of
August, 1959, during a bicycle
trip around the Gulf of Corinth
in Greece. The roads were rather
rough at that time and our group
averaged at least eight flat tires
a day. During one such tire
puncture repair, in Navplion, I
played with my camera as usual.
Within a fairly short time I had
three shots taken from virtually
the same spot- and now almost
50 years later they are still worth
looking at.
First there is the Greek
Orthodox priest. For me,
growing up in rainy Holland, it
was quite interesting to see him
walk by with his umbrella in this
sunny, hot and very dry country.
I didn’t grasp it at first–why
the umbrella?
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Next we see the young boy
waiting for his Dad and enjoying
his ice cream in the shade, while
guarding the donkey.
Finally, the farmer, bringing his
fruit to market, offering us a
juicy specimen.
During this adventurous holiday
I was fortunate to have a screw
mount IIIa on loan from my
uncle. It had a collapsible
Summar 2.0/50 with a clamp-on
shade, probably a FISON meant
for the Elmar 50. Luckily the
camera had the SBOOI bright
line finder in place, which made
composing a picture so much
easier and faster. I was 17 years
old and already my young eyes
were not happy with the
offerings of the IIIa viewfinder!
I still think that the SBOOI sold
me on the M series forever.
I measured the exposures with a
simple Sixon instrument, made
by the Gossen company.
Film was Adox KB17, which I
developed in Neofin Blau from
Tetenal-a popular combination
at that time. Sometimes I used
Promicrol (May & Baker), but
that was more with faster films
like Ilford HP4.
I don’t have the IIIa anymore,
just the memories. I am
tempted, every now and then,
to fit my M4-P with a nice
Summar, for old time’s sake.
But I know that no matter which
camera/lens combo I have, the
important thing is to always carry
it with me. When killing time
somewhere, waiting for who
knows what, more than one
photo opportunity will probably
arise. And I don’t want to
miss it.
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LEICA ACCESSORIES

IXMOO and I
TOM ABRAHAMSSON

PICTURE 1
At the dawn of Leica photography
35mm film was not neatly packaged in
cassettes in pre-cut length. You got
yourself some 50 or 100 foot spools of
movie film stock and loaded your own.
It took quite a while for these cassettes
to supercede the self-loading. By the

mid 20’s you could get film wound up
on center spools but you provided your
own outside “shell” and even in the
90’s the Russian film makers supplied
these. Neat little foil wrapped packages—I had some of these and they
were not bad, although to a westerner

PICTURE 2
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naming a film Chernobyl would make
marketing difficult. Leica supplied their
own cassettes and a variety of tools to
aid in this process. Beautifully made
brass “double” cassettes with center
spools that are small engineering marvels. They exist in 3 versions, the very
early ones for 0-series, the screw-mount
version and the 1956 version for Mcameras. Both the screw-mount version
and the 1956 IXMOO cassette are fairly easy to find, but beware—the screwmount version does not work on the
M’s but the IXMOO is “backwards”
compatible.( Picture 1) You can use this
one in your M’s and in your screwmount bodies. The easiest way to spot
them is to look at the small, round knob
at the top—if it is black, it’s a screwmount only cassette and if it is chrome
it is a screw and M-mount cassette.
The IXMOO is a piece of art—nicely machined and drawn brass with a
high degree of precision.
They usually carry a tell tale scratch
on the outside finish—this is from the
rivet that holds the “hinge-pin” that the
base plate hooks on to. The base-plate
lock has a small groove in the raised
portion and the chrome pin drops into
this and the dual function of the stop on
the base-plate comes into play. (Picture
2) With normal film cassettes this
curved piece provides a stop for the lock
only, but with the IXMOO cassette it
also moves the locking spring out of the
way. Once you turn the lock to
“close”—the outside shell rotates to
match the inner shell opening and you
have an almost 10 mm wide opening
through which the film can move—
scratch free, low resistance and no felttrap to provide multiple opportunities
for scratches. They are quite wonderful
and a boon for any “self-loader”.
Of course, nothing is for free—the
penalty for using these cassettes is that
you have to learn how to load them!
Once you have done it multiple times—
it is easy, but those first attempts can
lead the neophyte to switch to digital!
Now some of you are asking—Why
Bother? The answer is that a lot of film
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COOL DOG IN COOL TRUCK. M2, 24/2.8 Asph. XX/D-96.

emulsions are only available in “long
rolls” and also for economical reasons.
100 ft. rolls of films are considerably
cheaper than the precut, pre-packaged
and plastic container’d film. You also
have the flexibility of loading only short
lengths of film for testing and not wasting 20-25 frames to find out if a developer works or not.

PICTURE 3

What do you need for
IXMOO’ing your M’s?
A) A totally dark room. Go in, close
the door, remove your watch with its
glowing numerals (they become very
bright, very soon) and sit there for 510 minutes to get the eyes sensitized
to spot light leaks. If you see light, be
sure, it is not an epiphany—it’s the
crack at the bottom of the door! This
can usually be cured with a rolled up
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LATE EVENING BASKETBALL, extremely contrasty light but the XX/D-96 could cope—this is a straight print! M2/35 f2.

towel along the bottom. It is also
essential that you inform family that
under no circumstances can they
open that door—even when the verbal eruptions reach explosive levels—
and they will!
B) You need tools. Small, sharp scissors, a template to cut the V-shaped
start of the film, an AGRIF, a brass
tube with slots cut to fit into the center spool. These are not that easy to
find but you can make your own—a
short piece of a wood dowel with an
appropriate slot cut in one end works
fine. If you are lucky enough to have
an ABLON trimming guide—the Vshaped end of it is an IXMOO center
spool template. I have lost my
ABLON a long time ago so I made
my own from a piece of brass. The
Band-Aids in the picture are optional!
(Picture 3).

C) There are “day-light loaders that
can accommodate IXMOO cassettes,
but they do not accommodate 400 ft.
long spools of film. I have developed
my own device—pull out the film in
the can and trim one end to the Vshape (Picture 4), feed it into the center spool. Try to get is a straight as
possible—you only have one chance
at this as the teeth in the cassette precludes pulling it out and re-fitting it.
Now put the AGRIF or wooden
dowel on the center spool (always on
the flush end of the spool) and extend
your arms as far as possible, holding
the spool in one hand—cut the film
off at the other hand (miss it and it is
Band-Aid time!). Start winding the
film on to the spool and ensure that it
fits nicely in between the flanges.
Once you have the 63-65 inches of
film firmly spooled up—fumble in the
dark for the inner casing (the one
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with the knob on it) and insert the
spool into it. Rotate the center spool
until you can find the end of the film
and pull it through the slot, fold a
couple of mm of film to enable you to
find it when you stick inner case and
spool in the outside case. Be sure to
have the folded part of the film in the
opening of the inner case as it will
otherwise jam when you try to put
the outer casing on. Now insert the
inner case and spool into the outer
case—the two openings should go
over each other so that you can pull
the film through the slot. Pull out
about 2 inches of film and rotate the
inner case until it clicks closed. Now
that was easy.
There are other aids available, the
ASPUL—a neat hand crank device that
will allow you to wind film on to the
center spool, it is slower than my
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PICTURE 4

PICTURE 5

stretched arm way and add another
thing that is difficult to find in total
darkness. You can also cut a piece of
wood to 65 inches length and use as
measuring stick. My darkroom is only
8x10 feet and after having knocked a lot
of stuff on to the floor I reverted back
to arms. Hm, as I am using fingers at
both ends of the film, can this be construed as “Digital Film-loading”? All
that remains now is to trim the leader of
the film and stick it in the camera and
go and shoot.
There are a couple things to remember when using IXMOOs—once the

film is rewound, there is no indication
on the cassette if there is film in it or
not. If you have multiples of cassettes,
don’t mix full and empty ones as it
results in frustrating search for the one
with film in it at the developing stage.
The other is that there is no “film-type”
indicator on the cassette, so if you load
different film in your cassettes, keep
them apart or mark them with a China
marker pen.
Helpful hints: swearing helps, from
those low mutterings under your breath
to volcanic eruptions does seem to assist
the process. Before starting on unex-
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posed film, spend an evening with scrap
film, first in daylight, cutting the V and
feeding it into the spool, assembling the
inner and outer cases. Do it many
times! Once you are confident, close
your eyes and do it again (and again).
Not only will it save a lot of time once
you are in the darkroom—it will also
provide the family with hours of entertainment, watching you doing it!
Most of the IXMOOs I have are
Wetzlar made—but some are Leica
New York and a handful are made in
Japan by Accura. All of them are freely
interchangeable, outer shells, inner
shells and center spools (Picture 5).
When you are looking for IXMOOs
check that they turn freely once the flat
spring is pushed out. Brass can corrode
and make it very stiff to turn; you can
clean the case surfaces with steel wool
(very light touch) and apply a minute
amount of Vaseline to lessen friction.
You will get about 18 rolls from a
100 ft. spool of film and 75-77 rolls
from a 400 ft. roll. Savings can be substantial. Kodak XX in 400 ft. cans cost
about $140 and it ends up being less
than $2 a roll.
The premise for this article was an
offer of 400 ft. of Kodak XX movie
stock. It is a re-issue of the old XX with
improved base, but from what I have
been able to ascertain, the same style of
emulsion. It was the predecessor to TriX and has survived for all these years as
a premium movie stock emulsion. The
sprocket perforation is slightly different
than regular 35mm film, but with manual advance cameras I have never had a
problem. Some motor driven cameras
can be thrown off the pitch and jam
(Nikon F36/Leicaflex SL/SL2 Mot)
Actually, the Leicaflex SL/SL2 Mot will
make confetti out of film rather than
jamming it—these cameras have
TORQUE! The offer of the Super XX
came at an opportune time—I am
working on a very limited run of
Rapidwinder M2 winders with an
IXMOO cassette opening system incorporated into it. The offer was actually
for SuperXX period. “How many feet
do you need? 400, 1000 or 3000?” I
had visions of myself in my darkroom
with coils of 100’s of feet of film all over
the floor and wisely decided to stick
with 400 ft. cans. I would also need at
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Through the good graces of Igor Reznick I got 10 more IXMOO cassettes
a while ago. These were part of the Julius Foris estate and 7 of them had
film left in them. Some had Panatomic-X, one had FP-4 and the rest was
old, really old Tri-X. Of course, there was no indication on the outside of
the cassette what was what so I applied my usual test-procedure. Rate it
at 100, bracket and process in Rodinal 1:100 for 20 minutes. Md-2 with
Viso III and 65/3,5 and 20+ year old Tri-X.

“HERE’S LOOKING AT YOU, KID” — OREGON COAST.
MP with 35/2.5 VC lens. SuperXX handles mid-tones extremely
well—is rated 250ASA in daylight and being a movie stock it is
biased to the mid-tones. D-96 Developer.

least 500+ IXMOOS to load all of the
3000 ft.! I have enough to load 400 ft.
and I am looking for another 100 of
them so I can get the 1000 ft. reels!
I was also mixing some developer
that was used for movie stock, a lower
contrast version of D76 called D96. I
shot all 77 rolls with a variety of Leicas,
M2’s, M3’s and M6 Millennium. The
IXMOO’s do work in these cameras
(but not in the M7) although you have
to use a base plate from an older
M4/M6 on these—or as in my own
case—make Rapidwinders that will
open and close the cassettes.
It could be construed as a bit retro to
go to these cassettes, but with the market for film going down—it might

prove a wise choice to stock up for
future use. Who knows what will happen and a stack of 1000 ft. cans in the
freezer would quell most of my fears.
Since this article was written (late
2004) the production of the IXMOO’d
Rapidwinder M2 has started. It will be
a limited production of 100 winders
and although I had some fears that
nobody else would want them (well, in
that case I would have a secure supply
for my own M2’s), I am amazed at the
demand. It is nice to know that there
are still shooters out there who use film
and even load their own. I will not
make it for the M6/MP/M7 because
the use of IXMOO’s in an M7 will damage the electronics and on the MP there
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is a ledge inside the film cannister well
that precludes inserting the IXMOO.
Oh well, the M2 is still the best Leica M
in my estimation!
Only problem with using IXMOO’s
is traveling! Airport security is exceedingly suspicious of these brass cartridges. So you say these are film cassettes. “They look more like 50 caliber
shells to me so open them up!”. They
also do weigh about 3 times as much as
regular film cassettes, 1/2 dozen in the
pocket does weigh you down, but hey,
no scratches!
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LEGENDARY LEICA LENSES
The 50mm f/2 “Rigid” Summicron
DICK GILCREAST

High school hockey at f/2 using the early rigid Summicron. Tri-X film was developed in Diafine for an EI of 1200. The residual flare at f/2 in the
early version of the lens created a certain amount of softness in contrast, but resolution was still quite good, as can be seen here.

T

he policy of E. Leitz in Wetzlar,
and more recently Leica in
Solms, has always been to
improve their products continuously
while they’re in production. A primary
example would be the continuing
improvements to the 50mm f/2
Summicron lenses over the last 55
years. The collapsible Summicron in
screw and bayonet mount (SOOIC and

SOOIC-M) was an outstanding success,
with production of 15,597 in 1953
alone, and an average of over 28,000
per year through 1956. Total production of the collapsible Summicron, both
screw and bayonet mount, was 52,702.
(figures from Dennis Laney’s Collectors
Guide). The lens was a good one, and
has since become legendary, but Dr.
Walter Mandler felt he could improve
44

on it in several ways. Although the
newly formulated lanthanum oxide
LaK9 glass used in the collapsible
Summicron provided a considerable
improvement in field flatness and better
middle aperture image quality across
the frame than in the Summitar, there
were several design limitations imposed
by the narrow lens mounting flange of
the screw-mount camera and the col-
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lapsible mount of the lens. Also the new
lanthanum glass used in the first lenses
was slightly radioactive and could not
be used at the rear of the lens—especially in a collapsible mount—because
of the potential for fogging the film.
In starting his redesign, first of all he
must have felt that the narrow flange
and collapsible mount contributed to
some image quality compromises at
large apertures, since he designed the
new lens to be larger and in a rigid
mount. And, second, the large aperture
and closeup image quality could be
improved if the new lanthanum glass
could be used at the rear of the lens as
well as the front. The early collapsible
Summicrons had three radioactive elements at the front of the lens, but the
film was effectively shielded by the glass
elements at the rear of the lens which
contained lead. However, by the time
the collapsible Summicron went into full
production in 1953, a non-radioactive
lanthanum glass had been developed.
Early Summitar* and Summicron lenses
from late 1950 through 1952, with serial numbers up to a little over 104000,
exhibit some radioactivity emanating
from the front of the lens, varying in
strength depending on the batch of
LaK9 glass used in their production.
Lenses manufactured in 1953 and after
do not show radioactivity. Once the new
glass became available, Dr. Mandler was
able to use the new glass in an element
at the rear of the lens. The new design
would be able to have better image
quality at full aperture, particularly at
the edges, and the lens would be sharper in critical closeup work.
The rigid Summicron (SOOIC-MS,
later SOSIC) was based on the design of
the collapsible version, but the glass
types were changed along with the curvatures and air spacing. Even the physical lengths of the two lenses are different. If one of the rigid Summicrons is
placed alongside a collapsible version it
will be seen that the surface of the front
element in the newer lens is somewhat
farther from the base of the lens than in
the older. Although of the same focal
length, the lens is physically longer. One
design constraint in the older lens was
that it was designed to be extra compact.
It was 6mm shorter than the Summitar,
and the new glass allowed a smaller front

Early 1956-1960 rigid 50mm f/2
Summicron in black paint.
Notice the milled grooves are on the high
spots of the focussing ring, with no grooves
in the valleys.

Later 1960-1968 rigid Summicron.
Grooves are now in the valleys of the
focussing ring.
LENS PHOTOS BY WILL WRIGHT

Early and late Dual Range Summicrons.
The early version on the right has a single distance scale in feet, set at 24 inches, with
reproduction ratios 1:9 and 1:10 indicated by dots. The later version on the left has a
dual distance scale with feet above and meters below, no reproduction ratios. It is also
set at 24 inches.

element which helped to minimize cutoff of the image in the viewfinder as well
as making threaded filters more practical.
Another constraint was the collapsible
mount which limited size and placement
of the rear elements. However the new
lens would be designed for the viewfinder and larger bayonet lens flange of the
M3 so it could be a little longer and larg45

er without penalty. Image quality in the
new lens was better in both large aperture work and close work. It was and still
is a remarkable lens. Like most of
Mandler’s lenses it has a very smooth
tonal gradation and beautiful out-offocus transition (now called Bokeh) that
defies description. It has many loyal proponents even today, 50 years later.
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An in-flight photo of the 1957 Blue Angels Flight Demonstration Team, flying Grumman F11F-1 Tiger aircraft.
It was made with an M3 and early rigid Summicron from an F9F-8T chase plane, shooting from above so the dark water of the Gulf near Pensacola FL
could be used as a backdrop. No yellow or orange filter could be used, as filters which would darken blue sky or water would also darken the blue
airplanes. Panatomic-X film ASA 32, aperture probably f/4.

But there was another lesser-known
factor in the design work. Bob
Schwalberg wrote in his At Large column in Popular Photography (Aug.
1977, p. 52), that the new breed of
“available darkness” photographers
were not satisfied with the high speed
Leica lenses of the immediate postwar
period, including the new collapsible
Summicron. They had shown that
although the lenses produced amazing
lines per millimeter of resolution at
medium apertures or with flashbulbs,
when working at full aperture in bad

light the collapsible Summicron didn’t
produce enough contrast to make the
resulting prints look sharp. Then they
learned that there was “a real live lens
designer in the Canadian backwoods”
in the person of Walter Mandler at the
new Leitz factory in Midland, Ontario,
so they took their problems directly to
him. “This Wetzlar lens, we complained, could resolve all of the cat’s
whiskers, but at full aperture we sometimes lost the cat. It didn’t seem to have
the brilliance of our 50mm Sonnar and
Nikkor lenses.” Mandler agreed and
46

took steps to boost contrast at the
largest apertures in the new Summicron
to more closely match the response of
the film, rather than go for pure resolution along with the flare that resulted
from the required corrections. In those
days before aspheric elements the corrections for a flat field and maximum
resolution caused considerable flare at
the largest apertures in any lens. The
normal practice to reduce the flare was
to allow some field curvature to remain
and/or curtail some of the edge rays
from entering. Dr. Mandler managed to
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increase contrast while retaining most
of the flat field corrections and the
design hit just the right compromise
given the glasses and technology available at the time. Schwalberg goes on to
state that the new rigid Summicron
“became internationally famous as the
most brilliant of the Gauss-type high
speed lenses.” There is a second step
taken with the design in 1960, but
we’re getting a little ahead of our story
(see An Optical Change, below).
The new lens was made in two pieces:
the optical unit or “lens head”, and the
focussing mount. Once the optical unit
passed quality control, its precise focal
length could be measured, and the unit
then mated to a focussing mount matching it exactly in both focal length and
rangefinder tracking. The optical unit of
any rigid Summicron can be unscrewed
from its mount, and a serial number will
be found inside the mount matching the
one on the front flange of the lens.
Production of the Rigid Summicron
in M mount began late in 1956 and
became available in 1957. I know this
lens well. I got an early one in 1957
while I was photographer with the Navy
Flight Demonstration Team and used it
for nine years thereafter. It compared
favorably with each new f/2 competitor
from Leitz and other manufacturers as
they appeared. Production figures were
18,644 in 1957 for a total of 63,055
rigid and 55,415 dual range versions
before it was replaced by the six-element
version in 1969.
CLOSEUPS WITH THE
SUMMICRON
Leitz took advantage of the excellent
closeup performance of the new
Summicron by providing specialized
closeup equipment. One was of course
the well known Dual-Range Summicron (SOOIC-MN, later SOMNI).
The lens had two focussing ranges—
infinity to one meter, and one meter to
19 inches. The close focus was done
through a supplementary optical unit
which was mounted in front of the
range/viewfinder windows, adapting
the rangefinder and parallax correction
into the closeup range.
A new closeup device similar to the
old NOOKY was also designed for the
M3. It was the SOOKY-M (later

One of the Blues’ maintenance team, photo made in 1957 for publicity purposes.
M3, early rigid Summicron, on Panatomic-X film ASA 32, aperture probably f/4.

SOMKY) which took the collapsible
50mm f/2.8 Elmar or f/3.5 Elmar or
collapsible 50mm f/2 Summicron lenses directly via the bayonets at the bases
of their collapsible lens tubes. The rigid
Summicron lens head was then adapted
to it by means of adapter UORFF. The
SOMKY consisted of an optical unit
similar to that of the Dual-Range lens,
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with a special focussing mount. The
whole unit bayonetted onto the camera.
The SOMKY focussed all these lenses
from 3 feet down to about 17 inches,
with parallax correction.
To extend the Summicron’s capability into the true macro range, two new
Focoslide units were also developed.
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They were 16680 (00TGU) for M cameras, and 16607 (OOBAZ) for SM cameras. They used a larger 51mm N thread
for the focussing mounts instead of the
39mm thread of the older Focoslides.
Focussing mounts for the 50mm
Summicron lens head were VSP00 (by
itself), or ZQG00 with DMUOO
adapter. (See VF 2004 #1, p. 44 for
more on these Focoslides). The
Summicron was now able to perform
along with such stalwarts as the 50mm
f/2.8 and f/3.5 Elmars and the f/4.5
Focotar in producing photographs with
reproduction ratios greater than 1:1.
AN OPTICAL CHANGE
The rigid Summicron underwent
one revision during its lifetime, serial
numbers placing it sometime in 1960
(Its code name by this time was
SOSIC). The two versions have different knurling on the focussing rings, so
they can be easily distinguished. Leica
claims that the optical design itself was
not changed, but the image quality of
the later version was definitely different
compared to the original version. The
image at all apertures was more contrasty and “harder” in the later version.
There was also perhaps a slight diminution of ultimate resolving power at the
largest apertures, but the greater contrast made the images seem sharper
because residual flare was reduced. This
change was another step in the quest,
mentioned above, to make the lenses
match the performance of film more
closely, rather than going for theoretical
resolution alone. If there was no change
in formula, then the change was most
likely accomplished by different types
and application of the coatings on the
elements. A similar change at about the
same time occurred in the eight-element 35mm f/2 Summicron and the
90mm f/2 Summicron lenses. 1961
saw the introduction of Mandler’s
35mm f/1.4 Summilux, and in 1962
Mandler’s redesign of the 50mm f/1.4
Summilux appeared, both showing this
extra contrast.

My niece as a teenager, photographed with a late version of the rigid Summicron at f/2 on
Tri-X developed in D-76. At f/2 the later version of the lens produced good contrast with a low
level of flare.

HOW DOES ALL THIS RELATE
TO MTF TESTING?
The present measure of contrast versus resolution can be seen in the present
day MTF charts. In simplified terms, the
contrast of the image is measured as a
percent of the contrast of the target. The
target is set up to reproduce four differ-

ent resolutions on the “film” image
starting from the top of the chart: 5 lines
per millimeter (sometimes called line
pairs per mm, each of which consists of
one dark line plus the white space next to
it), 10 lines/mm, 20 lines/mm, and 40
lines/mm is the lowest line. If the lens
takes a photograph of a target of lines
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that reproduces an image of 5 lines per
mm on the film, the lens can usually
reproduce a very high contrast which can
just about reach 100% reproduction of
the contrast in the target. Most modern
Leica lenses can score very close to that
in the center of the frame, but usually the
contrast falls off a bit toward the edges
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and corners of the frame. If the target is
changed to reproduce 10 lines/mm the
contrast reading on the negative gets a
little lower, down maybe to 90 percent
in the center. 40 lines/mm is the highest
resolution measured in the MTF charts,
and the percent of contrast reproduced
can be half of the 5 lines/mm reading or
lower. 40 lines/mm is considered to be
what a high speed film can resolve under
low contrast conditions. So you can see
why lenses designed to resolve 100
lines/mm or more might show low resolution on film—so low, in fact, that the
lines would be an unresolvable blur on
anything but microfilm—where a lens
designed to resolve 40 lines at full aperture would look quite sharp in a print
from ordinary film. Leica lenses of this
period usually resolved more than 50
lines/mm wide open in the center of the
frame. You can see some of these resolution figures from lens tests using film in
Camera 35 and Modern Photography
from the 1960’s, 70’s, and 80’s (see
NOTE below for some specific issues).
But even 40 lines is not to be sneezed at.
The human eye can resolve between 5
and 7 lines/mm in a print viewed at ten
inches, and 40 lines on a negative
enlarged 8 times will show 5 lines in the
8x10 print and look quite sharp. Modern
medium and slow speed films of today
can resolve 100 to 200 lines/mm and
can do so if it’s a contrasty subject in
good light at medium apertures. But on
a low contrast subject with the lens wide
open in poor light that kind of resolution
is wasted, and the image from a lens that
reproduces 40 lines/mm will look sharper. Mandler’s development of the rigid
Summicron and its siblings helped to lay
important groundwork in lens performance and testing. After computer aided
design came the development of MTF
testing, both of which led to better performance on film, and the Leitz and
Leica companies played a leading role in
both areas.
PERFORMANCE
Compared to the collapsible
Summicron, image quality at f/2 and
f/2.8 in the first version of the rigid
Summicron was improved substantially,
with better contrast, especially noticeable
in the outer third of the frame and the
corners. Both had commendable flat
fields at all apertures, but the corrections
required for this still produced some flare
in the first rigid Summicron at f/2, less

I include this photograph in an attempt to illustrate the beautiful gradation of the early version of
the rigid Summicron. The aperture was f/11 for depth of field from the closest dandelions to the
tree. Compare the contrast of this shot to the one of the covered bridge made with the later
version Summicron. Both were made under similar hazy lighting conditions, both on Plus-X film
at EI 64 developed in Microdol-X 1:3.

but still noticeable at f/2.8. At f/4 flare
was eliminated in both the collapsible
and rigid Summicrons, and there was less
difference between the two. At f/5.6
they were very close except in the
extreme corners where the rigid lens had
49

the advantage because of a larger image
circle. Closeup performance was also
improved in the rigid lens.
In the second version of the rigid
Summicron after 1960 the new coating
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The finale of a Christmas Revels show at Harvard University, using a late version rigid Summicron at f/2.8. Tri-X film at 400 developed in
Microdol-X 1:3. Excellent contrast with no flare.

further enhanced performance at f/2
and f/2.8. It was most noticeable in
reducing flare and increasing contrast at
those apertures. Flare was eliminated at
f/2.8, and almost eliminated at f/2.
And at the smaller apertures contrast
continued somewhat higher. The result
was a sharper looking photograph, especially at the largest apertures, but with a
reduction of some of the smooth gradation of the older lens. Where the first
version closely matched Kodachrome I
slide film, for instance, the second version closely matched the softer
Kodachrome II.
ILLUMINATION FALLOFF
Erwin Puts gives an interesting comparison of the falloff of illumination
(sometimes called vignetting) in the
corners of Leitz 50mm f/2 lenses in his
book Leica Lens Compendium: wide
open at f/2 the worst is the Summar
with 1.7 stops of falloff; best is the
Summitar with its large front element

at 1.5 stops; and both the collapsible
and rigid Summicrons are in the middle
with 1.6 stops.
COMPARISON TO SOME OTHER
LENSES OF THE PERIOD
The early rigid Summicron’s image
quality was truly excellent from f/4
down to f/16. It had better image quality than the collapsible version at f/2
and f/2.8, but it didn’t have f/1.4 speed
which many photographers (myself
included) felt was needed in their work
during that period of “available light”
shooters. The contemporary high-speed
lenses from Japan had less flare and better contrast at the largest apertures than
the f/1.5 Summarit and early Wetzlar
f/1.4 Summilux. The f/1.4 Nikkor was
good, but I felt the f/1.2 Canon was
better at f/1.4. The Canon had good
field flatness with pretty good contrast
and lower flare than the Nikkor at f/1.4,
changing to excellent contrast but with
marked field curvature at f/2. The
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extreme corners never snapped in at any
aperture, however, so I continued to use
the Summicron along with the Canon to
get the best of both worlds. I stayed
with the Summicron/Canon combination until I tried one of Mandler’s
redesigned 50mm f/1.4 Summiluxes
which had been quietly introduced
without fanfare in 1962. I got one in
1965, partly in black paint, partly black
anodized. The Summilux gave a good
combination of sharp and contrasty
imagery wide open, better than the
Canon, with sharp-to-the-corners smaller aperture performance almost as good
as the rigid Summicron, along with very
well controlled field curvature and small
physical size. That Summilux was one of
Walter Mandler’s masterpieces, and it
was good enough in both low light and
bright light to take over all my 50mm
work. But for someone who doesn’t
need an f/1.4 aperture the rigid
Summicron is still a more than adequate
lens today.
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This long covered bridge spans the Connecticut River between Cornish NH on the near side and Windsor VT on the far side, with Mt. Ascutney
in the background. This photograph was made with a late version rigid Summicron at f/11 on Plus-X film at EI 64 in Microdol-X 1:3.

NOTE: Some issues of magazines with Leica lens tests:

July/August 1971, p. 59: 280mm f/4.8 Telyt, 400mm
f/5.6 Telyt, 560mm f/5.6 Telyt, 400mm f/6.8 Telyt,
resolution on film.

Camera 35
April/May 1966, p. 48: 65mm f/3.5 Elmar, 90mm f/4
Elmar, 90mm f/2.8 tele-Elmarit, 90mm f/2.8 Elmarit,
90mm f/2 Summicron. 135mm f/4 Tele-Elmar, 135mm
f/2.8 Elmarit resolution tests on film.

Popular Photography
July 1980, p. 125: 35mm f/2 Summicron-M, 50mm f/2
Summicron-M, 90mm f/2 Summicron-M contrast of
0.01mm slit image

Dec. 1966/Jan. 1967, p. 50: 21mm f/3.4 Super-Angulon,
28mm f/2.8 Elmarit, 35mm f/1.4 Summilux RF, 35mm
f/2 Summicron, 35mm f/2.8 Summaron, 21mm f/3.4
Super-Angulon-R. 35mm f/2.8 Elmarit-R resolution
on film.

July 1985, p. 71: 35mm f/1.4 Summilux, 50mm f/1.4
Summilux, 75mm f/1.4 Summilux-M contrast of 0.01mm
slit image
Modern Photography
June 1985, p. 73: 50mm f/1.4 Summilux resolution
and contrast at 30 lines/mm.

Dec. 1967/Jan. 1968, p. 44: Ultrawide lenses including
21mm f/3.4 Super-Angulon and 21mm f/3.4 SuperAngulon-R, 21mm f/4 Nikkor, and 21mm f/4.5 Zeiss
Biogon resolution on film.

March 1986, p. 58: 28mm f/2.8 Elmarit-M, 35mm f/2
Summicron-M, 75mm f/1.4 Summilux-M, 90mm f/2
Summicron-M resolution and contrast at 30 lines/mm.

Sept. 1969, p. 54: 8 new normal lenses including 50mm
f/2 Summicron (6 element M lens) resolution on film.
March 1971, p. 65: 135mm f/2.8 Elmarit-R and 180mm
f/1.8 Elmarit-R resolution on film.
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LEICA M
and the

Inner Journey
STEVE COURMANOPOULOS

P

hotography operates at many
different levels. It documents
people, places and events for
posterity. As a commercial tool it
presents products and services in the
most appealing manner (do those
Victoria’s Secret models really look
that good?). As a social and political
force it emphasizes a point-of-view in
order to mobilize action and
resources. And as a vehicle for selfexpression it represents the unique
vision of one individual. But there is
still another level, and it’s one that
takes the photographer into a very
different personal experience: Photography as a tool for inner
self-discovery. While any camera can serve this purpose, the
Leica M is particularly well suited to this exploration.

a sort of technological comfort food amidst a buffet of
change and choice. For example, e-books have failed to
overtake the demand for traditional paper-based books
because they simply do not resonate with how the human
brain is wired to process information for extended periods
of time. A computer screen may be great for reading an email, a letter, or business proposal, but it is notoriously
unpleasant for absorbing literature or other conceptual material, especially when this is more than a few pages long and
requires prolonged concentration. I would challenge any business executive, scientist, or student, who carries an electronic
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) to open their briefcase or
backpack and show me that they do not also carry a pen or
pencil and some paper. Simply put, pen and paper operate on
a human scale, and as such may actually be irreplaceable.
If the Leica M falls in this class, what exactly does it enable
the photographer to achieve that more feature-laden products
do not?

Counter-Disruptive Technologies
Few products can claim to have endured virtually
unchanged for more than half a century. And while it can be
said that the Leica M has seen its own fair share of technological innovations, these remain primarily internal; the external
form and functionality nearly identical between the original
M-3 and a new MP.
Christensen (1997) coined the term disruptive technology
to describe a product or innovation that radically changes the
way a task is performed, eventually displacing the current
product and raising the expectations of users with increased
performance, often at a lower cost. Examples of disruptive
technologies are all around us, the most obvious for photographers being the rapid movement from film to digital.
Yet, there remain some products and technologies that I call
counter-disruptive, resisting this trend while creating a passionately loyal following. These products, either by chance,
genius, or inspiration, are so closely aligned with fundamental
human values that they often run parallel to the newer entries,

Helped by What is Not
Thirty spokes are made one by holes in a hub
By vacancies joining them for a wheel’s use;
The use of clay in moulding pitchers
Comes from the hollow of its absence;
Doors, windows, in a house
Are used for their emptiness;
Thus we are helped by what is not
To use what is.
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As the Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu (in Bynner, 1944)
reminds us, absence, or “what is not” is a crucial element in
the usefulness of certain devices, as it also is in any personal
quest for self-knowledge. Some Leica M owners feel compelled to justify its price on the basis of the camera’s qualities: robustness, durability, hand-crafted workmanship, and
the wonderful optical qualities of Leica lenses. They miss the
point however, because these qualities relate to what a Leica
M is rather than what a Leica M does, or more specifically,
what it allows the photographer to do. The Leica M is most
notable for what it lacks: complexity, indecision, obtrusiveness, and obstructed vision. The Leica M is above all about
eliminating barriers in order to focus on one thing only: the
scene in front of our eyes.
Once the photographer has mastered the simple controls
of focus, aperture, and shutter speed, there is nothing to
come between the mind, the eye, and the emerging image.
Look through the viewfinder and what do you see? Nothing
but a clear view of the scene in front of you, including elements outside the framelines. No electronic viewfinder that
reminds you of watching The Honeymooners on your parents’ old television. No beeps, bleeps, or other distractions.
No flash unexpectedly going off because it happens to be the
default setting for the camera’s processor. No auto-focus
motor whining away. No Program Mode when it should
have been on Manual. And above all, the knowledge that the
shutter will actually fire this time, and every other time, without hesitation and with virtually no delay between decision
and execution.
Is a Leica M for everyone? No. It is however, ideally suited for photographers who wish to explore their world at a
deeper and more personal level.

Observing our behaviors then, provides clues about what we
are really like behind the mask created by the Ego. In the
same way, photography can provide insights into the deeper
recesses of the Self because of what happen at the precise
moment of taking a photograph.
“We don’t see things as they are, we see them as we are” –
Anais Nin
When Does a Photograph “happen”?
Every level of photography requires some conceptualization and planning. The commercial studio photographer is at
one extreme, exercising great planning and repeated retakes, while the “street” photographer is at the other, spontaneously capturing fleeting moments, usually with no time
to even think about composition. But both extremes and
everything in between have one thing in common: the photograph is taken at one precise moment where all planning,
all conceptualization, and above all, all talk, are momentarily
suspended at the instant of pressing down the shutter. At
that moment the Ego’s raw materials of words, thoughts and
judgments are also suspended, providing a split second of
access to other levels of the Self. The more spontaneous the
situation, and the fewer the barriers to what the eye sees, the
wider the door past the Egoic mind through which other levels of consciousness can express themselves. The Leica M,
with its minimal impediments between “seeing” and shutter
release, is an extraordinary “therapist” in this process.
From Theory to Practice
Regardless of the brand or type of camera you own, if you
haven’t done it for some time, try shooting with only one
fixed focal length lens and one type of film for at least 30
days. Anticipate the environment you are in by taking some
meter readings and presetting aperture, speed, and focus
near the range you expect to be shooting in, so that adjustments are minimized when it comes time to take the picture.
Forget about making any statements, pursuing themes, etc.
This may sound like
heresy, but don’t worry
so much about composition. Let the composition “happen” naturally. Your mind may
be seeing something
that your intellect hasn’t yet perceived.
Consciously applying
compositional “rules”
brings words and judgments into play that
may narrow the opening into the unconscious. Forget about
people who constantly
remind
you
that
Cartier-Bresson and
other Masters always
composed and printed

Portals to the Self
“Know thyself” urged Socrates, arguing that the unexamined life is hardly worth living. But self-knowledge is not easily acquired because the Ego protects us from the truth
through defense mechanisms intended to preserve its illusion
of ourselves and the
world. Denial, projection, rationalization,
anger, avoidance, and
even blaming others,
are a few examples of
the myriad mechanisms
the Ego uses to prevent
self-knowledge.
Self knowledge then
must be acquired
peripherally, as if we
were noticing things
out of the corner of
our eye. Who hasn’t
wondered from time to
time, “why did I DO
that?!”, or “what WAS
I thinking?!” when
confronted by some of
our
own
actions?
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full-frame. Psychologists who study the nature of creativity
have never been able to successfully identify what really
makes a Mozart, Leonardo, or Cartier-Bresson for that matter, tick. This process isn’t so much about “expressing yourself” as it is about expressing your Self. Photograph anything
that moves you, without thinking about it too much.
Look at your photographs. Rather than asking the typical
question, “What was I trying to say with this image?” ask
instead, “What is this image trying to tell me?” Before the
availability of inexpensive and rapid digital scanning of negatives, I would eyeball my negatives or contact sheet looking
for a few images worth printing. The negatives would then be
safely stored away, never to see the light of day again. Today,
I digitize my negatives (not all Leica M users are dinosaurs!).
Each time I open the “My Pictures” folder on my computer I
am once again confronted by all these discarded images, often
finding myself drawn to some dismissed picture for another
visit. Many of these photos have now become amoung my
favorites, although the final image has little to do with what I
thought originally drew me to the situation. What stands out
is that something is happening at the moment of taking the
picture, at a level beyond ordinary Egoic consciousness, which
makes me bring the camera to my eye and push the shutter at
some precise moment. That same “something” draws me back
to the discarded image in an “instant of recognition”. Here
are some personal examples:
This process has nothing to do with right and wrong
answers. The photograph looked at from this perspective is

like a Rorschach inkblot…the only thing that matters is what
you make of it. And above all, remember to have fun with
this exercise and not take it too seriously, in the words of
Sigmund Freud: “Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar”.
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“Church Rock” — Folke Kristiansson
M4, 50/2 Summicron,Velvia 50

“Bryce Canyon NP” — John E.Taber, Jr.
M6, 35mm

“Blossoms” — Lee Moriwaki
R8, 35/2 Summicron

“Shoe Repair – Africa” — T.R. Reece
R8, 50/2 Summicron, Program Fuji 100
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